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In 1990, the Treasury Department announced a program, commonly called the "Education
Bond Program," which allows interest to be completely or partially excluded from Federal
income tax under certain circumstances when the bond owner pays qualified higher
education expenses at an eligible institution or invests money in a Section 529 plan in the
same calendar year the bonds are redeemed.

If the value of bonds redeemed in a tax year exceeds the amount of eligible expenses paid in
that same tax year, only a proportional amount of interest income may be excluded. A full
exclusion is available only if the taxpayer's adjusted gross income (which must include the
interest earned on redeemed savings bonds) is under certain limits in the year the bonds are
redeemed.

Revised March 24,2003

For more information, see the Bureau ofPublic Debt's webpage at www.publicdebt.treas.gov.

For single taxpayers, the tax exclusion begins to be reduced with a $57,600 modified
adjusted gross income and is eliminated for adjusted gross incomes of $72,600 and above.
For married taxpayers' filing jointly, the tax exclusion begins to be reduced with a $86,400
modified adjusted gross income and is eliminated for adjusted gross incomes of $116,400
and above. Married couples must file jointly to be eligible for the exclusion.

* Tax Year 2002 Income Limits:

*

* The bond owner may qualify for the exclusion when she pays her educational expenses or
those of her spouse or dependents. To qualify, the bond owner must have been at least 24
years old by the first day of the month in which the bonds were bought.

*

The following information is from the web site of the Bureau of Public Debt, which
administers the United States Savings Bond program, including Series EE and I Bonds.
This information is provided as a service to prospective or current VPEP or VEST
participants. Neither the Virginia College Savings Plan nor the Commonwealth of Virginia
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness
of any information provided herein. The following information is general in nature and is
not meant to substitute for the advice of a tax professional. Individual financial situations
can vary greatly. It is always best to consult a tax adviser about how the purchase of a
VPEP contract or opening a VEST account will affect your specific situation, particularly
if you plan to use the provisions discussed below to redeem Series EE or I bonds. If you
have additional questions, please contact the Bureau of Public Debt at (202) 874-4000 (email address is SavBonds(abpd.treas.gov, web site www.publicdebt.treas.gov) or the
Internal Revenue Service at (800) 829-1040.

REDEEMING CERTAIN SERIES EE AND I BONDS TO PURCHASE A
VPEP CONTRACT OR OPEN A VEST ACCOUNT

For single taxpayers, the tax exclusion begins to be reduced with a $58,500 modified
adjusted gross income and is eliminated for adjusted gross incomes of $73,500 and above.
For married taxpayers filing jointly, the tax exclusion begins to be reduced with an $87,750
modified adjusted gross income and is eliminated for adjusted gross incomes of $117,750
and above. Married couples must file jointly to be eligible for the exclusion.

Tax Year 2003 Income Limits:

The savings bond education tax exclusion permits qualified taxpayers to exclude from
their gross income all or a portion of the interest earned on the redemption of eligible
Series EE and I Bonds issued after 1989 in the name of a taxpayer age 24 or older at the
date of issuance. To qualify for this exclusion, tuition and other educational expenses
must be incurred by the taxpayer, the taxpayer's spouse, or the taxpayer's dependent at
certain post-secondary educational institutions. Persons with incomes above certain
thresholds may not be eligible to participate. The education tax exclusion is described in
26 U.S.C. Section 135.
Can all outstanding bonds be used to qualify for the exclusion?
No, the education exclusion took effect on January 1, 1990, and applies only to Series EE
and I Bonds issued after December 31, 1989. No savings bonds issued before that date
will provide excludable interest, nor is any other series of bonds (for example, Series HH)
eligible.
Can anyone take advantage of the interest exclusion by purchasing bonds as gifts?
No, the purpose of this program is to benefit the taxpayer(s) paying for qualified
educational expenses of the taxpayer, taxpayer's spouse, or taxpayer's dependent within
the meaning of section 151 of the Internal Revenue Code. To exclude the bond interest
from gross income, the bond must be in the name of the taxpayer, or in the name of the
taxpayer and the taxpayer's spouse, and not in the name of the dependent. The
designation of the dependent as beneficiary is permitted.
What about registering the bond in the parent and child's name as co-owners?
For purposes of eligibility for the exclusion only, the designation of a child as co-owner
with his or her parent isn't permitted. Bonds must be in the name of the taxpayer, with or

A.:

Q.:
A.:

Q.:
A.:

Q.:
A.:

Revised March 24, 2003

For more information, see the Bureau of Public Debt's webpage at www.publicdebt.treas.gov.

What is the Education Tax Exclusion?

Q.:

* Please note: Bonds purchased in the name of minor children aren't eligible for the education
tax exclusion as outlined above. The bonds must be in the name of a parent who is at least 24
years old at the time of purchase to qualify. The child can only be named beneficiary on the
bond; a spouse, who meets the age requirement, however, may be named co-owner or
beneficiary. You may want to take a look at IRS Publication 550, "Investment Income and
Expenses," for more information.

*

Redeeming Series EE Bonds to Purchase a VPEP Contract or Open a VEST Account
Page 2 of 4

Yes, only if the taxpayer pays qualified education expenses equal to or greater than all
proceeds (i.e., interest and principal) from bonds redeemed during the year can all interest
accrued on such bonds be excludable from his or her gross income.
What if the amount of the bond redemption proceeds exceeds the amount of the
qualified educational expenses?
If the amount of the redemption proceeds from all eligible bonds redeemed during the
year exceeds the amount of the qualified educational expenses paid during such year, the
amount of excludable interest will be reduced pro rata. For example, if the bond proceeds
amounted to $10,000 ($5,000 principal and $5,000 interest) and the qualified educational
expenses are $8,000, the taxpayer would only be able to get an exclusion for 80 percent
($8,000/$10,000) of the interest earned, or $4,000.
I just realized that the bonds for our children's education are in the wrong names-theirs, not ours. As I understand it, this would not qualify for the tax exemption.
Can I change the names?
Yes, as long as the funds used to buy the bonds didn't belong to your children and the
bonds are dated January 1990 or later. If I Bonds or Series EE bonds purchased January
1990 or later were bought to qualify for the Education Bond Program, but were
improperly registered when they were issued, the bonds may be reissued to qualify for
the program. The purchaser would need to complete a form to get the bonds reissued.
Form PD F 4000 is used to request reissue of Series EE bonds. Form PD F 5387 is used
to request reissue of Series I bonds. The purchaser needs to complete and sign the
appropriate form. The signature on the form needs to be guaranteed or certified by an
authorized certifying officer (available at a bank, trust company, or credit union). The
completed form, along with the bonds, should be mailed to the Federal Reserve Bank that
handles savings bond transactions for your region.
What are the redemption procedures for holders of qualified bonds?
It's the bond owner's responsibility to maintain a record of bond redemption transactions
to support claims for exclusion from gross income in the year that qualified bonds are
redeemed and qualifying educational expenses are incurred.

A.:

Q.:

A.:

Q.:

A.:

Q.:
A.:

Revised March 24, 2003

For more information, see the Bureau of Public Debt's webpage at www.publicdebt.treas.zov.

However, if an owner redeeming Series EE and/or I Bonds issued after 1989 states his or
her intention to exclude interest from grow income in accordance with the education
exclusion, and is at the same time redeeming Series EE Bonds issued prior to January 1,

Do both the principal and interest from bonds redeemed during the year have to be
used for qualified educational expenses to exclude the bond interest from gross
income?

Q.:

without a beneficiary, or in the name of the taxpayer and the taxpayer's spouse as coowners to exclude the bond interest from the taxpayer's gross income.

Redeeming Series EE Bonds to Purchase a VPEP Contract or Open a VEST Account
Page 3 of 4

IRS Form 8815 includes the necessary worksheet and instructions to taxpayers for use in
connection with tax returns.

A.:

Revised March 24, 2003

Formore information, see the Bureau of PublicDebt's webpage at www.publicdebt.treas.gov.

The Virginia College Savings Plan cannot provide legal or tax advice.
Please consult your tax adviser for such guidance.

Additional Information. You can find additional information about the Education Bond Program in IRS
Publication 17, "Your Federal Income Tax," IRS Publication 550, "Investment Income and Expenses," and
IRS Publication 970, "Tax Benefits for Higher Education."

For detailed information about the rules as well as information on the income eligibility, check IRS Publication
550, Investment Income and Expenses; Form 8815, Exclusion of Interest From Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds
Issued After 1989; and IRS Form 8818, Optional Form to Record Redemption of College Savings Bonds. This
information is reprinted from a FAQ maintained by the Bureau of the Public Debt's Savings Bond Operations
Office. Keep in mind that these questions may not fit all situations and are only intended as guidelines. Please
send any questions or comments to: SavBondsibpd.treas.gov.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

How does one exclude the interest income on the tax form?

Q.:

1990, the paying agent should provide separate redemption values and accrued interest
subtotals for bonds issued prior to January 1, 1990, and for those issued on or after
January 1, 1990. If the bond owner hasn't made a record of the serial numbers, face
amounts, and issue dates, the agent should advise the customer to do so before redeeming
the bonds. An optional IRS Form 8818 provides instructions and space to record this
information.

Redeeming Series EE Bonds to Purchase a VPEP Contract or Open a VEST Account
Page 4 of 4
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James Monroe Building, 101 North Fourteenth Street, Richmond, Va. 23219

Diana F. Cantor
Executive Director

Sincerely,

Like you, we believe that higher education is a key factor in building a
better future for our children, for our communities, and for ourselves.
We look forward to assisting you in reaching your college goals through
the Virginia Education Savings Trust.

If you have further questions or would like more information about VEST,
please call us toll free at 1-888-567-0540 or visit our Web site at
www.Virginia529.com.

(804)786-0719

P.O BOX 607
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23218-0607

The materials in this kit contain legal documents that you should keep
for future reference if you participate in VEST. After we process your
application, you will receive a Welcome Kit containing a confirmation of
your account information and portfolio selection, contribution coupons,
and an Automatic Withdrawal Form. Please keep this Enrollment Kit and
copies of all completed forms as long as you are a VEST participant. VEST
now offers participants the ability to apply for their new accounts online.

Thank you for your interest in the Virginia Education
Savings TrustsM (VEST), an Internal Revenue Code
Section 529 college savings program sponsored by the
Commonwealth of Virginia. I am pleased to provide
you with this Enrollment Kit containing a program
description, account agreement and application.
Any investment earnings in VEST will grow tax free
and can be used at eligible colleges and universities
throughout the United States.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DIANA F. CANTOR

VIRGINIA COLLEGE SAVINGS PLAN

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA

Ms. Cindy Roberts

Mr. Lee B. Krumbein
Dr. Glenn DuBois
Chancellor
Virginia Community
College System

Mr. David Von Moll
State Comptroller

Hon. Robert P. Hanrahan
Ms. Julie Cox

Ms. Diana F. Cantor
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Board of the Virginia College Savings Plan

To start saving for a bright future,
simply fill out the application or apply
online at www.Virginia529.com, and
begin saving for tomorrow today!

The Virginia Education Savings Trust M
(VEST) is an Internal Revenue Code
Section 529 qualified tuition program
offered by the Commonwealth of
Virginia. With VEST, students of all
ages can save for college costs,
including tuition, fees, room and
board, and required textbooks and
computers. Participants can make an
initial selection from among seven
different age-based investment
portfolios and four individual mutual
funds. VEST accounts provide investors
with favorable state and federal tax
benefits not available elsewhere.

tt1

AM I ALLOWED TO HAVE BOTH A VEST
ACCOUNT AND ANOTHER 529 ACCOUNT SUCH
AS A VIRGINIA PREPAID EDUCATION
PROGRAM M (VPEP) CONTRACT?
Yes. The same individual or different individuals
may have more than one 529 account for the same
beneficiary. Complementary college savings options
may be beneficial for families seeking a fully
diversified college savings portfolio with a
guaranteed investment (like VPEP) and a market
return investment (like VEST). VEST accounts may
be rolled over into VPEP contracts during a VPEP
enrollment period as long as VPEP eligibility

WHAT OTHER SECTION 529 COLLEGE SAVINGS
OPTIONS DOES THE VIRGINIA COLLEGE
SAVINGS PLAN OFFER?
The Virginia College Savings Plan also offers the
Virginia Prepaid Education ProgramsM (VPEP), the
state's guaranteed tuition and fee program that locks
in tuition costs at Virginia public colleges and
universities, and can also be applied toward college
costs at any eligible school worldwide. State
residency requirements apply to VPEP participants,
and students cannot have completed the ninth grade
at the time of enrollment. CollegeAmerica,M the
newest Virginia Section 529 investment option, is
available only through financial advisors.
CollegeAmerica has no state residency or age
requirements, and, like all Section 529 plans, has no
income phaseout restrictions.

WILL VEST BE OFFERED IN THE FUTURE?
VEST is open year round, and accounts may be
opened at any time.

WHAT IS THE VIRGINIA EDUCATION SAVINGS
TRUST M (VEST)?
VEST is one of the Section 529 qualified tuition
programs offered by the Virginia College Savings
Plan (VCSP). VEST offers a tax-advantaged account
that lets families save for tomorrow's college costs
today using portfolios of stocks and bonds. Your
contributions are invested to help cover future
college costs at any eligible educational institution
the student decides to attend.

•g eneral.
intormation

HOW DO I OPEN AN ACCOUNT?
You can open an account in one of two ways.
Online application processing is available on
theVirginia College Savings Plan web site at
www.Virginia529.com. You will need to use a
credit card (MasterCard or VISA) for the
application fee. You can also fill out the VEST
application included in the Enrollment Kit and
return it in the enclosed envelope along with a
non-refundable $85.,application fee ($25 if you
have another Virginia College Savings Plan
account or contract) and your initial investment
contribution of at least $25. Checks should be
made payable to VEST. Contributions to your
account may be made by check or automatic
deduction from your checking or savings
account. If you choose to make contributions
directly from your bank account, please
complete the ACH form that will be included in
your Welcome Kit. If you sign up for automatic
withdrawal from your bank account, you do
not need to enclose a check for your initial
contribution.

WHAT EXPENSES DOES A VEST ACCOUNT
COVER?
VEST account benefits may be withdrawn in order to
pay for the beneficiary's tuition, all fees, certain room
and board costs (for students who are enrolled at
least half time), and required books, supplies and
equipment, including computers. VEST accounts are
not guaranteed by the Commonwealth of Virginia to
cover any specific higher education expense, such
as tuition.

DOES VEST HAVE A FINANCIAL GUARANTEE?
No. Unlike the Virginia Prepaid Education Program,
VEST is not backed by the Commonwealth of Virginia
and investments are not guaranteed. VEST account
owners will be entitled to the current market value of
their account. Like any other investment in stocks and
bonds, VEST accounts can potentially lose principal
due to market losses, and earnings are not guaranteed
to cover any particular higher education cost.

requirements are met. VPEP contracts may be rolled
over into VEST accounts at any time.

ARE OTHER INDIVIDUALS ALLOWED TO MAKE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MY ACCOUNT?
Yes. Anyone can make a contribution to your account.
However, all contributions to an account are deemed to
come from the account owner for all tax reporting and
other administrative purposes. Non-account owners
have not established a customer relationship with
VEST, are not allowed to deduct these contributions
from their Virginia taxable income, and lose control
over funds contributed to another person's account.

IS THERE AN INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNT SET UP
FOR MY MONEY?
Yes. VEST is a tax-advantaged individual savings
account intended specifically for the payment of
qualified higher education expenses for the
designated beneficiary. VEST maintains separate
accounting records for each contributor and
beneficiary for the purpose of calculating refunds,
tax reporting, and making distributions for qualified
higher education expenses. Contributors will receive
quarterly account statements reflecting contributions,
earnings, distributions and other financial data
relating to their VEST account. Account owners may
also access their account information on line with a
user identification number and PIN that will be
provided in the Welcome Kit.

WHAT ADMINISTRATIVE FEES WILL I HAVE
TO PAY?
VEST administrative fees (such as fees for returned
checks) are listed in the Program Description. Fees to
cover investment management and program operating
costs are also described in the Program Description.
The Board may change or waive administrative fees in
its sole discretion and upon consideration of individual
written requests in cases of hardship.

WILL I RECEIVE AN OFFICIAL DOCUMENT
OUTLINING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
MY VEST ACCOUNT?
Yes. The application, Program Description and VEST
Account Agreement include the terms and conditions
you are agreeing to by opening your VEST account.
Please read all of the VEST documents carefully and
clarify any information you do not understand
before opening a VEST account by calling the tollfree helpline at 1-888-567-0540. Contributors should
retain the documents included in the Enrollment Kit
for future use and reference. Current information is
always available on the VCSP web site.

WHO MANAGES THE MONEY I INVEST?
VEST is administered by the eight-member Virginia
College Savings Plan Board and its Executive Director.
Investments include both stocks and fixed income
securities professionally managed by a team of
investment firms representing all asset strategy sectors.

investments

CAN I OPEN A VEST ACCOUNT TO USE AS A
SCHOLARSHIP?
Yes. You may open a VEST account to use as a
scholarship, but the beneficiary must be designated
at the time the account is opened and the account
balance may only be transferred to a member of the
original beneficiary's family. You may wish to
consider a tax-deductible contribution to the Virginia
College Dream Foundation, a 501(c)(3) scholarship
foundation. The Foundation would open an account
with your donation, track the scholarship award for
you, and the beneficiary can be designated at a later
date from a broad group of candidates. Please call
our toll-free number for information on the Virginia
College Dream Foundation.

IF I HAVE FINANCIAL PROBLEMS, WILL MY
CREDITORS BE ABLE TO ATTACH OR GARNISH
MY VEST ACCOUNT?
This will depend on the specific situation, but under
Virginia law, VEST accounts are protected from
creditors of either the contributor or the beneficiary.
Federal bankruptcy courts may not be bound by this
provision in Virginia state law. Federal bankruptcy
laws currently do not contain specific provisions
related to Section 529 accounts.

DOES A VEST ACCOUNT GUARANTEE THE
STUDENT ADMISSION TO A COLLEGE OR
UNIVERSITY OR IN-STATE TUITION RATES?
No. Students must be accepted by the college or
university they wish to attend. VEST accounts are not
considered as part of the admissions process.
Ownership of a VEST account is not a factor in the
determination by a particular state institution as to
whether a student is eligible for in-state tuition rates.
VEST will not release the names of students who are
beneficiaries of VEST accounts to higher education
institutions without the permission of the contributor.

AM I ALLOWED TO CHANGE INVESTMENT
OPTIONS AFTER MY VEST ACCOUNT IS OPENED?
Yes. According to Internal Revenue Service
guidance, you may change your VEST investment
option once per calendar year (a change of
investment option fee will be assessed to your
account). After an initial change, you must wait until
the next calendar year to change your portfolio
selection again. In addition, you may change the
investment option for a VEST account in the event
of a change of beneficiary. You may not choose the
underlying mutual fund or securities in which a
VEST portfolio invests, but you may change your
portfolio. Investment option changes will be
processed according to the settlement and cutoff
dates in the Program Description.

Although VEST provides investors with the ability to
select at the outset an investment mix that fits their
individual investment goals, the seven age-based
VEST portfolios have been designed based on the
age of the beneficiary and the corresponding time
horizon until funds will be needed for college. The
four mutual funds do not evolve and the initial
target asset allocations will remain fixed. Each of the
age-based portfolios (except for the Piedmont) will
evolve over time into an increasingly conservative
mix of stocks and fixed income investments so that
account balances will be more likely to be protected
from adverse market fluctuations as the time
approaches to withdraw funds to pay higher
education expenses. Please refer to the Age-Based
Portfolios Evolution Timeline for the evolution
dates for the age-based portfolios.

WHAT ARE MY INVESTMENT CHOICES?
VEST has created a unique investment program
through its own group of portfolios and selected
mutual funds. VEST offers the opportunity for
contributors to make an initial selection from among
the seven age-based evolving portfolios and four
non-evolving mutual funds. Please refer to the
Program Description for a complete description of all
the VEST portfolios.

These firms were selected through competitive global
searches conducted with the assistance of the Board's
investment consulting firm. All of the external
investment managers and their strategies are described
in the Program Description.

WHY SHOULD I CONSIDER OPENING A VEST
ACCOUNT INSTEAD OF CHOOSING SOME
OTHER INVESTMENT OPTION?
The Virginia and federal tax advantages a family
receives make a VEST account a compelling savings
option for even the most sophisticated investor. The
potential for higher after-tax return from the federal
tax-free growth and distributions afforded VEST
should be taken into account when comparing VEST
to other college savings vehicles. Families may
initially choose from among seven different age-based
investment portfolios and four mutual funds to find
the mix that's right for their individual situation and
the ages of their children. Because of VEST's taxadvantaged status, however, funds invested are
required to be used for higher education expenses.
While VEST accounts can be cancelled at any time,
there is a 10% of earnings additional federal tax
penalty if the cancellation is for any reason other than
a qualified rollover or the beneficiary's death,
disability or receipt of a scholarship. In addition, any
amounts previously deducted from the contributor's
Virginia taxable income must be recaptured unless
the account is cancelled due to a beneficiary's death,
disability, receipt of a scholarship, or a qualified
rollover to a VPEP contract. There are as many
reasons for families to save as there are families. But
if your family is looking for a tax-advantaged, easy,
flexible way to save for higher education costs, VEST
may be just what you're looking for.

ARE THERE INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT FEES
FOR VEST ACCOUNTS?
Yes. Investment management fees and VEST
operating expenses will be paid on a pro-rata basis by
each VEST account owner and will vary for each
VEST portfolio. The annual fee for the most
aggressive age-based portfolio (the Chesapeake) is 1%
of the average daily net assets. This means that an
account with $100 invested in the Chesapeake
portfolio will not have more than $1 paid per year
from this account for VEST expenses. The fees for the
other age-based portfolios range from 0.98% to 0.85%
(98o to 850 charged per year for every $100 invested).
Fees for the non-evolving portfolios range from 0.98%
for the Money Market portfolio to 0.93% for the
Aggressive, Moderate and Conservative portfolios.
There are no sales charges and no annual fees for a
VEST account. See the Program Description for the
specific expenses of each individual VEST portfolio.
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15% International Equity
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=
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=

E
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S110%
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M 40% Large Cap Equity
[:-] 20% Small/Mid Cap Equity
E 20% International Equity
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(as of 1/2/03)

age-based evolving portfolios

Over Age 18

Piedmont

Ages 16-18

Shenandoah

Ages 13-15

Highlands

Ages 10-12

Blue Ridge

Ages 7-9

Southside

Ages 4-6

Potomac

Ages 0-3

Chesapeake

70% Stocks

60% Stocks

100% Bonds & Fixed Income

0% Stocks

0% Stocks
100% Bonds & Fixed Income

Stocks

75% Bonds & Fixed Income

25% Stocks

60% Bonds & Fixed Income

40% Stocks

50% Stocks

50% Bonds & Fixed Income

40% Bonds & Fixed Income

75% Bonds & Fixed Income

425%

40% Stocks
60% Bonds & Fixed Income

50% Stocks
50% Bonds & Fixed Income

60% Stocks
40% Bonds & Fixed Income

30% Bonds & Fixed Income

70% Stocks
30% Bonds & Fixed Income

January 2006 January 2009

January 2003 January 2006

80% Stocks
20% Bonds & Fixed Income

Asset Allocation

Asset Allocation

60% Stocks

Stocks
100% Bonds & Fixed Income

10%

25% Stocks
75% Bonds & Fixed Income

40% Stocks
60% Bonds & Fixed Income

50% Stocks
50% Bonds & Fixed Income

40% Bonds & Fixed Income

January 2009 January 2012

Asset Allocation

age-based portfolios evolution timeline

100% Bonds & Fixed Income

0% Stocks

Stocks

0

Bonds & Fixed Income

0% Stocks
100% Bonds & Fixed Income

0% Stocks

100% Bonds & Fixed Income

25% Stocks

January 2021

Asset Allocation

75% Bonds & Fixed Income

January 2018 January 2021

Asset Allocation

age-based portfolio that corresponds to the beneficiary's age.

beneficiary and the corresponding time horizon until funds will
be needed for college. You are not required to select the VEST

This timeline illustrates the evolution of the VEST portfolios.
The VEST portfolios have been designed based on the age of the
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The 2001 Tax Act went into effect on January 1, 2002. The

WILL I HAVE TO PAY FEDERAL GIFT TAX?
Contributions to a 529 account must be counted
toward your $11,000 annual federal gift tax
exclusion. This means that a contribution to any one
beneficiary's 529 account in a single tax year that is
greater than $11,000 could have federal gift tax
consequences. The $11,000 annual exclusion may be
doubled to $22,000 for married couples that so elect.
You must also take into account gifts you have made
to the same individual during the same year. In
addition, you may make an election to take
advantage of a five-year averaging provision
available for 529 contributions. Please see the

The Program Description provides more detailed
information about the taxation of VEST accounts.
Please contact your tax advisor concerning the effect
of a VEST account on your individual tax situation.
The Virginia College Savings Plan cannot provide
financial, tax or legal advice.

Federal tax law also provides for favorable estate and
gift tax treatment of qualified tuition programs like
VEST. In addition, under federal tax law, taxpayers
may have the ability to use the HOPE and Lifetime
Learning federal tax credits in conjunction with
VEST distributions if they qualify for these credits.

unless Congress acts to either extend or remove the "sunset" provision.

its form prior to the enactment of the 2001 Tax Act) as of December 31, 2010,

2001 Tax Act will "sunset" (automatically be repealed, restoring the law to

CollegeAmerica.

benefits for Section 529 qualified tuition programs like VPEP, VEST and

Tax Act") passed by Congress in May 2001 contained new federal tax

IThe Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001

WHAT IS THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX TREATMENT
OF A VEST ACCOUNT?
Any earnings on VEST accounts grow tax free at the
federal level, which means that the contributor does not
have to pay federal tax on any interest earnings each
year. For qualified distributions, any increase in the
value of the VEST account (the interest earnings) is also
tax free.' Non-qualified distributions are subject to a
federal tax penalty of 10% of the earnings, in addition
to ordinary federal income tax on the earnings portion.

tax advantages

MAY I REDEEM MY SERIES EE OR I U.S.
SAVINGS BONDS TO CONTRIBUTE TO A VEST
ACCOUNT WITHOUT LOSING ANY TAX
ADVANTAGES FOR WHICH I MAY CURRENTLY
QUALIFY?
Yes. Federal law allows the redemption of Series EE
and I U.S. Savings Bonds issued after December 31,
1989, in order to contribute to a qualified tuition
program like VEST. Please contact your tax advisor
or the Internal Revenue Service to determine how the
redemption of these bonds will affect you.
Additional information on the redemption of these
bonds is available on the U.S. Department of the
Treasury's web site at www.publicdebt.treas.gov.

The Virginia state tax advantages are only available
for investments in Virginia's Section 529 qualified
tuition programs (VPEP, VEST and CollegeAmericasM ).
If you are a resident of a state other than Virginia,
please consult a tax advisor to determine your state's
tax treatment of a Virginia 529 account.

The $2,000 annual cap does not apply to VEST
account owners who are age 70 or above. They may
deduct the entire amount contributed to a VEST
account at one time or in any future tax years. There
is also a Virginia state income tax exemption for
earnings and interest from a VEST account if a
refund is made because of the beneficiary's death,
disability or receipt of a scholarship. The earnings
portion of these refunds is taxed at the federal level,
although there is no penalty assessed.

WHAT ARE VEST'S VIRGINIA STATE TAX
ADVANTAGES?
All VEST contributors who have Virginia taxable
income and file Virginia income tax returns can deduct
from their taxable income up to $2,000 per year per
account or the amount contributed during the year,
whichever is less, with unlimited carry forward until
all contributions to the account have been deducted. If
the funds are not used for higher education expenses,
the contributor must add the deducted amount back to
his or her Virginia income for state income tax
purposes unless the refund is due to the beneficiary's
death, disability or receipt of a scholarship.

Program Description for more detailed information
on the federal gift and estate tax provisions, and be
sure to consult your tax advisor for information on
how to document any elections that you make.

WHAT IS THE ADVANTAGE OF TAXEXEMPT COMPOUNDING?
VEST can make a significant difference over
time in what a family can save for college.
Provided that your VEST account is used to pay
qualified higher education expenses, the
advantage of a tax exemption on investment
income allows the opportunity for more growth
in your college savings account. When you
invest in VEST, any investment earnings on
your account are not taxed at the federal level
(and the state level for Virginia taxpayers) if the
account is used to pay qualified higher
education expenses. This produces a greater
after-tax return on your investment than with a
comparable taxable investment. On the other
hand, when you invest in a regular savings
account, mutual fund or other type of taxable
investment, the interest earned is taxed every
year at the owner's rate (both federal and
state). Moreover, some investments may have a
capital gains tax due upon their disposition.

HOW IS A VEST ACCOUNT DIFFERENT FROM A
COVERDELL EDUCATION SAVINGS ACCOUNT?
VEST is designed to allow a contributor to fund
qualified higher education costs, including tuition,
all mandatory fees, room and board, books, and
computers, if required. The maximum lifetime
contribution to a VEST account per beneficiary is
$250,000. This amount may increase in future years.
Contributions to Coverdell Education Savings
Accounts (formerly called Education IRAs) are
limited to $2,000 per year per beneficiary, and
income phaseouts apply. You may contribute to both
a Coverdell Education Savings Account and a
qualified tuition program like VEST in the same tax
year for the same beneficiary.

MAY TWO PEOPLE JOINTLY OPEN AN
ACCOUNT?
No. Only one person can be the owner of the
account. Although anyone may make contributions
to an account, only the owner of record may take the
Virginia tax deduction or make decisions related to
the account (such as rollover, transfer and
cancellation). Unless the account owner makes a
written request either on the application or at a later
date to allow another individual to receive account
information, only the owner of record may receive

MAY I USE AN EXISTING UNIFORM GIFTS TO
MINORS ACT (UGMA) OR UNIFORM
TRANSFERS TO MINORS ACT (UTMA) ACCOUNT
TO CONTRIBUTE TO A VEST ACCOUNT?
Depending on the specific state legislation, you may
be able to open a VEST account with cash proceeds
from the sale of assets held in a Uniform Gifts to
Minors Act (UGMA) or Uniform Transfers to Minors
Act (UTMA) custodial account. These types of
accounts, however, involve additional restrictions
that do not apply to non-custodial VEST accounts,
such as the inability to transfer the account to
another beneficiary. If you are using existing UGMA
or UTMA funds to establish a VEST account, you
must indicate that the account is custodial by
checking the appropriate box on your application.
The Virginia College Savings Plan is not responsible
for any consequences related to the custodian's
improper use, transfer or characterization of
custodial funds. The custodian is also responsible for
transferring the custodial account to the beneficiary
at the appropriate time. Please contact a legal or tax
professional to determine how to transfer an existing
UGMA or UTMA account, and what the implications
of such a transfer may be for your specific situation.

WHAT ARE VEST'S ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS?
Anyone can open a VEST account-there are no age,
state residency or income restrictions. The contributor
can even open an account for his or her own
educational expenses. A trust, corporation, partnership
or other entity can also open a VEST account. The
contributor does not have to be related to the
beneficiary.

eligibility

CAN MY VEST ACCOUNT HAVE ANY EFFECT
ON OTHER AID OR BENEFIT PROGRAMS?
Yes. A VEST account may be considered an asset of
the account owner or beneficiary and therefore may
affect qualification for need-based federal or state
benefit programs, such as Medicaid. You may wish
to contact the federal or state agency that administers
a particular benefit program to determine how your
VEST account will be treated.

HOW WILL VEST AFFECT A STUDENT'S
ELIGIBILITY FOR FINANCIAL AID?
VEST accounts may affect a beneficiary's ability
to qualify for need-based financial aid. A VEST
account will be treated like any other
investment or savings the contributor may
have. The receipt of account distributions
should not affect the beneficiary's receipt of
merit-based financial aid (academic or athletic
scholarships, for example). VEST benefits do
not affect a student's eligibility for a Virginia
Tuition Assistance Grant for Virginia residents
who attend an eligible, independent, nonprofit
institution of higher education in Virginia.
Because the largest part of most financial aid
packages is student loans, families who plan
ahead by saving can significantly reduce future
debt. The best resource for more detailed
information is the financial aid office of your
local community college or university.

CAN I TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF THE ACCOUNT?
Yes. Ownership of the account can be transferred by
changing the contributor. Written authorization is
required from the current contributor. To request an
Account Transfer Form, please call our toll free number,
1-888-567-0540. There may be tax consequences related
to the transfer of a VEST account, so please contact a
tax professional to determine the effect of an account
transfer on your individual situation.

information about the account. If the account is
cancelled, the account owner is the only one entitled
to the refund. Anyone may contribute to a VEST
account at any time as long as the account number is
included with the payment.

IF MY CHILD ATTENDS A PROFESSIONAL
CAREER SCHOOL OR COMPUTER INSTITUTE,
CAN I STILL USE MY VEST ACCOUNT?
Yes. VEST benefits may also be applied at certain
accredited for-profit vocational and technical schools
and colleges that are eligible to participate in U.S.
Department of Education student financial
aid programs.

MAY A STUDENT USE VEST ACCOUNT
BENEFITS FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Yes. VEST benefits may be used at accredited
graduate schools that are eligible to participate in
U.S. Department of Education student financial
aid programs.

IF A STUDENT DECIDES TO ATTEND A
VIRGINIA PRIVATE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
OR AN OUT-OF-STATE SCHOOL, CAN VEST
ACCOUNT DISTRIBUTIONS BE USED THERE?
Yes. VEST account distributions can be used at any
accredited college or university in the country that is
eligible to participate in U.S. Department of
Education student financial aid programs. VEST
distributions may also be applied at schools abroad
under certain circumstances as well as at certain
accredited private career schools.

WHAT ARE QUALIFIED HIGHER EDUCATION
EXPENSES?
VEST account balances may be used for tuition, all
mandatory fees, room and board costs, and textbooks,
supplies and computers required for attendance or
enrollment. Room and board costs may only be paid
with VEST distributions if the student is enrolled on at
least a half-time basis in a degree, certificate, or other
program that leads to a recognized educational
credential. Federal law limits the amount of room and
board costs if the student lives off campus. The
allowable amount of room and board expenses for
students living on campus is the actual amount
invoiced by the school. For students who live off
campus or at home, the allowable amount for room
and board expenses is the applicable room and board
amount for that period used by the school in
determining its cost of attendance. VEST accounts
may also be used to pay for special needs services.

benefits

WHAT INVESTMENT OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE
UNDER VEST?
VEST offers investors an initial choice among 11
investment options. Participants may choose among
seven age-based portfolios whose long-term asset
allocation strategy design is based on the beneficiary's
age. Individual investors may, however, choose to
make their initial investment in a portfolio other than
the one that corresponds to the beneficiary's age.
Participants may also choose among four mutual
funds where the target asset allocation remains fixed.
Limited investment direction is allowed once every

flexibility

HOW LONG DOES A STUDENT HAVE TO USE
THE BENEFITS?
A beneficiary who has not yet graduated from high
school at the time the account is opened has at least
ten years after the projected high school graduation
date to use VEST account benefits. VEST beneficiaries
who have already graduated from high school have
at least ten years from the date the account is opened
to use their benefits. In addition, any years served as
an active-duty member of any branch of the United
States Armed Services are added to the ten-year limit.
You may always request an extension of the ten-year
limit when the time period is about to expire.

HOW WILL VEST PAY BENEFITS?
Prior to your estimated usage date, VEST will send out
a Distribution Guide with instructions for using
benefits. Upon receipt of a signed Distribution Request
Form, VEST will arrange for account distributions
according to the account owner's request.

IS THERE A WAITING PERIOD BEFORE MY
BENEFICIARY CAN BEGIN RECEIVING
DISTRIBUTIONS?
No. The contributor may authorize distributions
from the account for the beneficiary's qualified
higher education expenses once the account is
established. Remember that the pending settlement
period, explained in the Program Description,
prevents immediate withdrawals. There may be a lag
time of six to eight weeks after you open your
account before funds will be available for
distribution.

HOW DO I FIND OUT WHETHER PAYROLL
DEDUCTION IS AVAILABLE WHERE I WORK?
You will need to ask your employer if payroll
deduction for VEST is available where you work.
Currently, many federal and state agencies offer
payroll deduction. Some private employers are also
participating. If your employer is not participating,
have your payroll officer call VEST for more
information. Reduced application fees are available if
your employer participates in a VCSP employer
sponsorship program. Please check with your human
resources administrator to find out if this is an option.

HOW CAN I MAKE CONTRIBUTIONS TO VEST?
You can contribute to your VEST account in any of
the following ways:
" By check or money order at any time.
• Payroll deduction, if your employer offers
this option.
" Automatic deduction from your checking or
savings account.
Please refer to the ACH (automatic withdrawal) form
that will be included in your Welcome Kit for further
instructions.

You may open additional VEST accounts for the
same beneficiary in a different portfolio. Unless you
open a second account, any additional contributions
you make for that beneficiary will go into the
portfolio you originally selected.

Please refer to the asset allocations for each individual
portfolio and the portfolio evolution timeline for more
detailed information and the specific dates the agebased portfolio asset allocation shifts.

calendar year. You may also change the investment
strategy for a VEST account in the event of a change
of beneficiary. The asset allocations of the age-based
portfolios (with the exception of the Piedmont) move
over time toward that of the Piedmont portfolio,
which is designed to help protect against the risk of
principal loss. The asset allocation for each portfolio
changes every three years. Therefore, if you invest in
the Chesapeake portfolio (80% stocks/ 20% fixed
income) in 2003, it will have an asset allocation of 70%
stocks / 30% fixed income by 2006. Likewise, if your
initial investment is in the Shenandoah portfolio with
an original asset allocation of 25% stocks/ 75% fixed
income, the asset allocation will change to 0%
stocks/ 100% fixed income by 2006.

Death or Disability: If the child dies or becomes
disabled (see the definition of "disabled" in the VEST
Program Description), the contributor will be entitled
to cancel the account and receive a refund of the
current account balance with no penalty. The
earnings portion of the distribution will be taxed as

WHAT HAPPENS IF I CANCEL A VEST
ACCOUNT?
A contributor may cancel a VEST account at any time
for any reason and receive a refund of the current
account balance. If the account is cancelled for a
reason other than a qualified rollover or the
beneficiary's death, disability or receipt of a
scholarship, federal income tax will be due on the
earnings portion of the refund. Non-qualified
distributions will also be subject to a federal tax
penalty of 10% of the earnings, reported on the
taxpayer's federal tax return. In addition, any
amount of the refund that was deducted from the
contributor's Virginia taxable income in prior years
must be added back to the contributor's Virginia
taxable income in the year the refund is received
(unless the refund is due to the beneficiary's death,
disability or receipt of a scholarship).

WHAT IF THE BENEFICIARY DECIDES NOT TO
GO TO COLLEGE?
VEST offers a number of options:
" VEST account benefits may be rolled over to
a member of the family of the original
beneficiary. Please see the Program
Description for the definition of "Member of
the Family." Generally, this includes the
original beneficiary's immediate family and
first cousins of the beneficiary.
" Alternatively, you may want to maintain
your VEST account because a student has at
least ten years after the projected high school
graduation date (or, for adults, ten years
after the account is opened), plus an
extension, if requested, to use the account
benefits.
" Another option is to cancel all or a portion of the
account. You can do this at any time, even after
the student has enrolled in college.

refunds

Prospective contributors are urged to read this
informational brochure and the Program
Description, Application and VEST Account
Agreement carefully. Please seek the advice of
an attorney or tax professional concerning any
financial, tax or legal implications related to
opening a VEST account. The Virginia College
Savings Plan cannot provide tax, legal, or
financial advice.

VEST involves a serious financial
commitment, and every family's needs are
different. But if yours is one of the hundreds
of thousands of Virginia families for which
the financial challenge of paying for your
children's college education is looming ever
larger, VEST's tax advantages, convenience,
and flexibility might be exactly what you've
been looking for.

Rollovers to another Section 529 qualified tuition
program: If VEST transfers the current account
balance directly to another qualified tuition program,
there will be no federal 10% of earnings penalty tax
and no inclusion of earnings in the contributor's
gross income. However, the contributor will be
required to recapture (in one year) any amount of
deductions taken on prior years' Virginia tax returns,
unless the rollover is to another Virginia College
Savings Plan account. You are allowed one rollover
every 12 months without changing the beneficiary to
a member of the original beneficiary's family as
defined in the Program Description.

Scholarship: If the student receives a scholarship, the
contributor may, upon request, receive a refund of
the amount of the scholarship with no penalty. The
earnings portion of the distribution will be taxed as
ordinary income to the contributor at the federal
level and will be exempt from Virginia income tax. In
addition, the contributor can roll over the account
balance to a member of the family of the original
beneficiary and avoid paying any tax.

ordinary income to the contributor at the federal
level and will be exempt from Virginia income tax. In
addition, the contributor can roll over the account
balance to a member of the family of the original
beneficiary and avoid paying any tax.
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VEST Accounts involve investment risk, including
the possible loss of principal. VEST Accounts are
not deposits or obligations of, or insured or
guaranteed by, the Commonwealth of Virginia or
any agency or instrumentality thereof, the United
States government, any financial institution, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or any
other agency, entity, instrumentality or person.
Neither the Board of the Virginia College Savings
Plan nor the Commonwealth of Virginia has a legal
or moral obligation to insure the payout of any or
all of the amount of any Contribution to an
Account, or guarantees that there will be any
investment return, or investment return at any
particular level, with respect to any Account. Past
performance of investments is not an indicator of
future returns. VEST has been designed and is

This Program Description contains important
information you should review before participating
in the Virginia Education Savings Trust M (VEST),
including information about investment risks and
additional tax applicable to Non-qualified
Distributions. Please read it carefully and save it
for future reference. Potential Contributors should
rely only on the information in the Program
Description and other documents contained in the
Enrollment Kit. No one is authorized to provide
information that is different from information
contained in this Program Description. If you speak
with an interpreter provided by the Virginia
College Savings Plan, please be advised that the
Virginia College Savings Plan is not responsible for
any miscommunication of facts concerning VEST
during such conversations. Information in this
Program Description is believed to be accurate as of
the date of its issuance and is subject to change
without notice.

Virginia Education Savings TrustsM
Program Description
As of January 1, 2003

"Disabled" means that an individual is unable to
engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason
of any medically determinable physical or mental
impairment which can be expected to result in death
or to be of long-continued and indefinite duration.
An individual shall not be considered to be disabled
unless proof of the existence thereof in such form
and manner as may be required by applicable
regulations is furnished.

"Agreement" means the Program Description, as
amended from time to time, and the signed,
completed Application, including the VEST Account
Agreement. "Agreement" also refers to a signed
Contributor Transfer Form, which incorporates the
Program Description.

"Contributions" are funds contributed to an Account
for the benefit of a designated Beneficiary and

"Board" means the Board of the Virginia College
Savings Plan.

"Beneficiary" means a person who is named as the
Beneficiary on the Application, the change of
Beneficiary form, or on the rollover form as provided
for in this Program Description and who is entitled to
receive the benefits from a VEST Account. A Beneficiary
must be either a U.S. citizen or a resident alien.

"Application" means the form completed and signed
by the Contributor and submitted to open a VEST
Account for a designated Beneficiary. A separate
Application is required for each Account, even if it is
for the same Beneficiary.

"Account" means the separate VEST Account set up
for each Application received. The same Contributor
may have multiple Accounts for the same Beneficiary
in different Portfolios, and each separate Application
will establish a separate Account as long as the
Contributor, the Beneficiary or the Portfolio is
different.

"Eligible Educational Institution" means the
definition of that term in Section 529 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Generally, the
term includes accredited post-secondary educational
institutions offering credit toward a bachelor's
degree, an associate's degree, a graduate level or
professional degree, or another recognized postsecondary credential. Certain proprietary institutions
and post-secondary vocational institutions are also
Eligible Educational Institutions. The institution
must be eligible to participate in a student financial
aid program under Title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. Section 1088).

"Contributor" means a person who is at least 18
years of age and is either a U.S. citizen or a resident
alien, or a corporation, partnership, trust, charitable
organization, or any other persons described in
Section 7701(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended (26 U.S.C. Section 7701(a)(1)), and
who is reflected on the Plan's records as the owner of
record of the Account. There may only be one
Contributor per Account. Any person or entity may
make Contributions to a VEST Account, but only the
Contributor may execute VEST Account rollovers,
transfers, cancellations or refund requests. All
Contributions are deemed to come from the
Contributor for all tax reporting and other
administrative purposes. Non-account owners have
not established a customer relationship with VEST.
Any requests to change the Contributor must be
signed by both the original Contributor (or the
original Contributor's personal representative) and
the substitute Contributor.

As of the date of this printing, the Internal Revenue
Service has not issued final regulations concerning
the application of Section 529 to qualified tuition
programs. Final regulations, changes to the Internal
Revenue Code or changes to the Code of Virginia
could affect the tax consequences of participation in
a qualified tuition program like VEST. The Board
may modify VEST as necessary in the future to
comply with any such changes in order to preserve
favorable tax treatment.
DEFINITIONS

intended to pay for the designated Beneficiary's
Qualified Higher Education Expenses at an Eligible
Educational Institution. Contributions must be in the
form of cash, not property or securities.

administered to comply with all requirements for
treatment as a qualified tuition program under
Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,
as amended.

"Non-qualified Distribution" means a distribution
from a VEST Account made for any reason other than
for (1) the properly documented Qualified Higher
Education Expenses of the designated Beneficiary; (2) a
distribution due to the designated Beneficiary's death,
disability or receipt of a scholarship; or (3) a qualified
rollover to another qualified tuition program,
including the Virginia Prepaid Education Program. M
Scholarship distributions are limited to the amount of
the scholarship. Non-qualified Distributions will be

"Net Asset Value" means the value of each Unit in a
Portfolio calculated each business day the New York
Stock Exchange is open. Net Asset Value is computed
by dividing the total value of each Fund that makes up
a Portfolio, plus any receivables and less any liabilities
of the Portfolio, by the number of outstanding Units of
the Portfolio. The Net Asset Value for a Portfolio
applicable to calculations related to a VEST Account,
including Contributions and both Qualified and Nonqualified Distributions, is the Net Asset Value
calculated for that Portfolio for the business day
immediately preceding the day the Contribution is
actually invested on behalf of the Contributor in the
Portfolio selected or the amount to be distributed is
actually withdrawn from the Portfolio.

"Member of the Family" means the definition of that
term in Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended. Generally, this definition includes a
Beneficiary's immediate family members. "Member of
the Family" means an individual who is related to the
designated Beneficiary as follows: a son or daughter,
or a descendent of either; a stepson or stepdaughter; a
brother, sister, stepbrother, or stepsister; the father or
mother, or an ancestor of either; a stepfather or
stepmother; a son or daughter of a brother or sister; a
brother or sister of the father or mother; a son-in-law,
daughter-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brotherin-law, or sister-in-law; the spouse of the designated
Beneficiary or the spouse of any individual described
above; or a first cousin of the Beneficiary. For
purposes of determining who is a "Member of the
Family," a legally adopted child of an individual shall
be treated as the child of such individual by blood.
The terms "brother" and "sister" include half-brothers
and half-sisters.

"Fund" means the mutual funds or separately
managed investment accounts in which assets of the
Portfolios are invested.

"Portfolio" means one of the eleven investment
options available to a VEST Contributor. New
Portfolios will be created periodically since the asset

"Pending Settlement Period" means, for either
Contributions or Qualified or Non-qualified
Distributions, the period of time between when
either a Contribution or a request for a distribution
is received and the time the Contribution is actually
invested on behalf of the Contributor in the Portfolio
selected or the amount to be distributed is actually
withdrawn from the Portfolio. Contributions must
be received in time to allow for deposit in order to
be credited for a particular business day (normally
by 11:00 a.m. EST). Contributions received and
deposited between the 2nd and the 16th of the
month will be invested in the selected Portfolio on
the last business day of that month. Contributions
received and deposited between the 17th of the
month and the 1st of the following month will be
invested in the selected Portfolio on the next 15th of
the month (or if the 15th is on a weekend or holiday,
on the next business day). Distribution requests
received between the 2nd and the 16th of the month
will be withdrawn from the applicable Portfolio on
the last business day of that month. Distribution
requests received between the 17th of the month and
the 1st of the following month will be withdrawn
from the applicable Portfolio on the next 15th of the
month (or if the 15th is on a weekend or holiday, on
the next business day). The Net Asset Value used to
determine the number of Units of a Portfolio
purchased or liquidated will be the Net Asset Value
calculated for the applicable Portfolio on the
business day immediately preceding the date the
Contribution is invested in the Portfolio or the
distribution amount is withdrawn from the
Portfolio. Any interest earned on Contributions
during the Pending Settlement Period prior to
investment in a Portfolio shall accrue to the Virginia
College Savings Plan and be used solely to defray
administrative and operating expenses.

subject to an additional federal penalty tax of 10% of
earnings, reported on the taxpayer's federal tax return,
in addition to federal income tax on the entire earnings
portion of the Non-qualified Distribution. Nonqualified Distributions may require the recapture of
some or all amounts, if any, that the Contributor
deducted from his or her Virginia taxable income due
to Contributions to a VEST Account.

"Qualified Higher Education Expenses" means the
expenses allowed under Section 529 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Generally, these
include the following: (1) tuition, all mandatory fees,
and the costs of textbooks, supplies, and equipment
required for the enrollment or attendance of a
designated Beneficiary at an Eligible Educational
Institution; (2) expenses for special needs services in
the case of a special needs beneficiary which are
incurred in connection with such enrollment or
attendance; and (3) the costs of room and board of a
designated Beneficiary during any academic period
during which the designated Beneficiary is enrolled
at least half time in a degree, certificate, or other
program that leads to a recognized educational
credential awarded by an Eligible Educational
Institution. The allowable amount of room and board
expenses for students living on campus is the actual
amount invoiced by the Eligible Educational
Institution. For students who live off campus or at
home, the allowable amount for room and board
expenses is the applicable room and board amount
for that period used by the Eligible Educational
Institution in determining its cost of attendance. A
student will be considered to be enrolled at least
half-time if the student is enrolled for at least half the
full-time academic workload for the course of study
the student is pursuing as determined under the
standards of the institution where the student is
enrolled. The institution's standard for a full-time

"Qualified Distribution" means a distribution made
for: (1) the properly documented Qualified Higher
Education Expenses of the designated Beneficiary;
(2) a distribution due to the designated Beneficiary's
death, disability or receipt of a scholarship; or (3) a
qualified rollover to another qualified tuition
program.

allocations of the age-based Portfolios move over
time to more conservative asset allocations. The
Board reserves the right to make changes to the asset
allocations of each Portfolio or to change or add
managers or mutual funds if it deems it appropriate
to do so, and is not required to provide advance
notice to Contributors before making such changes.
Notice of any material change in the asset allocations
of the Portfolios or the investment managers or
mutual funds described in this Program Description
will be provided to Contributors as soon as it is
reasonably practical to do so.

Having a VEST Account provides no assistance to a
Beneficiary with respect to admission to,
continuation at, or graduation from a college or
university other than the use of distributions from
the Account to pay for Qualified Higher Education
Expenses. Having a VEST Account does not
guarantee that: (1) a Beneficiary will be admitted to

VEST Accounts are for the specific purpose of saving
for the Qualified Higher Education Expenses of the
designated Beneficiary and should not be considered
an investment to be used for any other purpose. In
compliance with applicable federal law and
regulations, Non-qualified Distributions will be
subject to an additional federal penalty tax of 10% of
the earnings reported on the Contributor's federal tax
return, in addition to federal income tax on the entire
earnings portion of the Non-qualified Distribution.
The Board assumes no responsibility or liability for
incorrect information provided by the Contributor on
the Application, including Portfolio selection.

This Program Description provides the terms and
conditions that govern opening and maintaining a
Virginia Education Savings Trust (VEST) Account
with the Board of the Virginia College Savings Plan,
an independent agency of the Commonwealth of
Virginia, as authorized by Chapter 4.9 of Title 23 of
the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended (sections 2338.75 through 23-38.87). You may obtain an
Application from the office of the Virginia College
Savings Plan, James Monroe Building, 5th Floor, 101
North 14th Street, Richmond, Virginia, 23219, or by
calling toll free, 1-888-567-0540 (TDD (804) 786-2766).
You may also apply online at www.Virginia529.com.
The application for and ownership of an Account by
a Contributor are governed by the Application and
the Account Agreement, this Program Description,
the Board's enabling legislation, Section 529 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and any
regulations that are applicable to Section 529.

GENERAL INFORMATION

"Units" means interests in a Portfolio that are
purchased with Contributions to a VEST Account.

workload must equal or exceed the standard
established by the Department of Education under
the Higher Education Act and set forth in 34 Code of
Federal Regulations Section 674.2(b).

The Board reserves the right to make changes to this
Program Description at any time. The Board may
offer enhancements to VEST in the future.
Contributors who have established Accounts prior to
the time an enhancement is made available may be
precluded by federal tax law from participating in
such enhancement. The Board is not required by law
to continue VEST, to accept additional Contributions
to existing Accounts, or to allow new Accounts to be
opened, although the Board currently has no plans
for any such limitations. If the Board were to

VEST Account investment returns will vary. VEST
Accounts involve investment risk, including the
possible loss of principal. VEST Accounts are not
deposits or obligations of, or insured or guaranteed
by, the Commonwealth of Virginia or any agency or
instrumentality thereof, the United States
government, any financial institution, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, or any other
agency, entity, instrumentality or person. Past
investment results of the underlying Portfolio
investment managers and Funds offer no assurance
of future returns.

No interest in a VEST Account or any portion thereof
shall be used as security for a loan.

VEST Accounts may affect a Beneficiary's ability to
qualify for need-based financial aid. Although
treatment of qualified tuition programs like VEST in
determining financial aid eligibility is not clear and
may vary among institutions, a VEST Account
should be treated like any other investment or
savings the Contributor may have. VEST Accounts
should not affect a student's eligibility for meritbased scholarships. In addition, VEST Accounts do
not affect a student's eligibility for a Virginia Tuition
Assistance Grant for Virginia residents who attend
an eligible, independent, nonprofit institution of
higher education in Virginia.

any institution of higher education; (2) a Beneficiary
will be allowed to continue enrollment at any
institution of higher education after admission; (3) a
Beneficiary will be graduated from any institution of
higher education; (4) a Beneficiary's Qualified Higher
Education Expenses will be covered by amounts in a
VEST Account; or (5) a Beneficiary will qualify for instate tuition rates at any Virginia state-supported
public college or university.

Contributions to an Account will be commingled for
purposes of investment only. VEST funds are invested

Contributions to VEST Accounts are deposited in a
Plan agency account, which is established in the state
treasury. VEST will maintain separate records for each
Account.

The Plan is a nonreverting fund, and its enabling
legislation provides that its money cannot be used by
the Commonwealth of Virginia for any other purpose.
The General Assembly may amend the agency's
legislation during any regular or special session of the
legislature, subject to the Governor's approval. The
Plan is administered by an eight-member Board,
consisting of four members who sit on the Board by
virtue of the state offices they hold and four citizen
members appointed by the Governor. The ex-officio
members are the Director of the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia; the Chancellor of the
Virginia Community College System; the State
Treasurer; and the State Comptroller. State law
mandates that the four citizen members have
significant experience in finance, accounting, and
investment management. Members of the Board
receive no compensation, but are reimbursed for actual
expenses incurred in the performance of their duties.
The Executive Director is Diana F. Cantor. Ms. Cantor,
an attorney, certified public accountant and former
investment banker, oversees the daily administration
and operations of the Virginia College Savings Plan,
which includes three Section 529 options - the
Virginia Prepaid Education Program, M the Virginia
Education Savings TrustM and CollegeAmerica.M

The Virginia General Assembly created the Virginia
College Savings Plan (the "Plan"), an independent
state agency, at its 1994 session and its enabling
legislation is codified at Sections 23-38.75 through 2338.87 of the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended. At
its 1999 session the General Assembly unanimously
passed legislation authorizing the Board to create a
savings trust investment option in conformance with
the provisions of Section 529 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986, as amended (26 U.S.C. Section 529).

THE VIRGINIA COLLEGE SAVINGS PLAN

terminate VEST, such termination may result in a
Non-qualified Distribution for which tax and
penalties as described herein may be assessed.

There may only be one Contributor, who is the
owner of the Account, and only the Contributor may
request transfers, Portfolio changes, rollovers, or
cancel the Account. Other individuals or entities may
contribute funds to the Account at any time, but will
have no subsequent control over such Contributions.
All Contributions to an Account are deemed to come
from the Contributor. Non-Account owners have not
established a customer relationship with VEST and
VEST has no obligation to provide non-Account

To open an Account, you must fill out an Application
and submit it along with a nonrefundable
application processing fee of $85 and your initial
Contribution. You may also apply online at
www.Virginia529.com. The application fee is $25 for
Contributors who have another Virginia College
Savings Plan contract or account. The Plan may
waive fees and offer special marketing incentives
from time to time. There are no state residency, age
or income restrictions, and the Contributor does not
have to be related to the Beneficiary. Contributors
may even open a VEST Account for themselves to
cover their own higher education expenses. Trusts,
corporations, partnerships and other persons
described in Section 7701(a)(1) of the Internal
Revenue Code may open VEST Accounts for
designated Beneficiaries, or for undesignated
Beneficiaries as scholarships either directly (if the
Contributor has 501(c)(3) status) or through the
Virginia College Dream Foundation, a 501(c)(3) taxexempt scholarship foundation.

VEST ACCOUNT CONTRIBUTIONS

The Plan is required to submit an annual statement of
the receipts, disbursements, and current investments
for the preceding year to the Governor, the Senate
Committee on Finance, and the House Committees on
Appropriations and Finance. The Auditor of Public
Accounts, or his legally authorized representative,
audits VEST and the Plan's accounts annually.

with one or more outside investment managers or
mutual funds, depending on the investment Portfolio
selected by the Contributor. Palmer & Cay Investment
Services, Inc. serves as the Board's investment
consultant, and assists in the selection and monitors
the compliance of outside investment managers and
mutual funds. Please see the "Investments" section
below for more detailed information.

The maximum lifetime Contribution per Beneficiary is
$250,000, and no additional Contributions will be
allowed once the market value of the Account has
reached $250,000. Multiple Accounts for the same
Beneficiary will be combined for purposes of
determining whether the maximum contribution
amount has been reached. This maximum amount
may be recalculated each year based on the estimated
cost of seven years of Qualified Higher Education

Contributions may be made by check, automatic
withdrawal from your bank account, or payroll
deduction if your employer offers this option. An
automatic withdrawal form will be included in the
Welcome Kit you receive after you send in your
Application or apply online. An authorization to
make automatic withdrawals will remain in effect
until the Plan has received written notification of its
termination. Contributors or the Plan may terminate
automatic withdrawals at any time. Any termination
of automatic withdrawal authorization initiated by a
Contributor must be in writing and will become
effective as soon as the Plan has had a commercially
reasonable amount of time to implement the change.
Please have your payroll officer contact us if your
employer is interested in offering payroll deduction.
All Contributions must be in cash. The Plan cannot
accept securities or other property.

owners with any continuing disclosure or required
notices. The Contributor may designate on the
Application (or at any time in the future by written
authorization) other individuals who may have
access to Account information. The minimum
Contribution required to open an Account is $25.
Contributions to the Account must bring the amount
contributed to at least $250 within one year from the
date the Account was opened. Failure to attain the
minimum balance requirement may result in the
cancellation of an Account. Additional Contributions
may be made at any time. It is not necessary to open
a separate Account to make additional Contributions
if the Contribution is for the same Portfolio. A
separate Account must be set up in order to place
money in a Portfolio other than the one that
corresponds to the original selection. In order to be a
separate account, the Contributor, the Beneficiary or
the Portfolio must be different. Unless you open a
separate Account, any additional Contributions you
make for that Beneficiary will be invested in the
Portfolio you originally selected.

Section 529 provides that no Contributor or
Beneficiary may direct the investment of any
Contributions or any earnings thereon either directly
or indirectly. In Notice 2001-55, the Internal Revenue
Service announced that a qualified tuition program
may permit a change in the investment strategy
selected for a Section 529 account once per calendar
year. You may also change the investment strategy
for a VEST Account in the event of a change of
Beneficiary. In order to qualify under this special
rule, a qualified tuition program must (1) allow
participants to select only from among broad-based
investment strategies designed exclusively by the
program; and (2) establish procedures and maintain
appropriate records to prevent a change in
investment options from occurring more frequently
than allowed. Requests to change the investment
option for an Account must be in writing and may
only be made by the Contributor. There is an
administrative fee for changing the investment

CHANGE IN INVESTMENT OPTION

All Contributions will be subject to the Pending
Settlement Period as described in the "Definitions"
section. VEST Contributions received between the
2nd and the 16th of the month will be invested in the
selected Portfolio on the last business day of that
month. VEST Contributions received between the
17th of the month and the 1st of the following month
will be invested in the selected Portfolio on the next
15th of the month (or if the 15th is on a weekend or
holiday, on the next business day). The Net Asset
Value used to determine the number of Units
purchased in a selected Portfolio will be the Net
Asset Value calculated for such Portfolio on the
business day immediately preceding the date the
funds are invested in the Portfolio. Any interest
earned on Contributions during the interim period
shall accrue to the Plan and be used solely to defray
administrative and operating expenses.

Expenses at the most expensive Eligible Educational
Institution in the United States. The maximum
contribution limit applies to all Virginia Prepaid
Education Program, VEST, and CollegeAmerica
accounts established for the same designated
Beneficiary. Contribution of the maximum amount
does not guarantee that the VEST Account balance
will be adequate to cover the Qualified Higher
Education Expenses of a particular Beneficiary.

Although Contributors will own Units in a specified
Portfolio, Contributors do not have a direct beneficial
interest in the mutual funds and other investments
held by the Portfolio, and therefore Contributors do
not have the rights of an owner or shareholder of
such mutual funds or other investments. The Plan
may accept and rely conclusively on any instructions
or other communications reasonably believed to have
been given by a Contributor or another authorized
person and may assume that the authority of any
other authorized person continues in effect until
receipt of written notice to the contrary.

Contributors may not choose the underlying mutual
fund or securities in which a Portfolio invests, but
may exercise the option to change Portfolios as
described above. Requests to change the investment
option for an Account received between the 2nd and
the 16th of the month will result in the amount
indicated being withdrawn from the current Portfolio
and reinvested in the new investment option on the
last business day of that month. Requests to change
the investment option for an Account received
between the 17th of the month and the 1st of the
following month will be withdrawn from the current
Portfolio and reinvested in the new investment
option on the next 15th of the month (or if the 15th is
on a weekend or holiday, on the next business day).
The Net Asset Value used to determine the number
of Units purchased in a selected Portfolio will be the
Net Asset Value calculated for such Portfolio at the
close of the business day immediately preceding the
date the funds are withdrawn from the Portfolio. The
Plan is not responsible for market fluctuations
during the Pending Settlement Period. The Plan, at
its sole discretion, may settle funds more frequently
than the schedule indicated above.

A change in investment direction for any one of your
Virginia savings trust accounts for the same
Beneficiary will count as your one-time election for
that calendar year. You may, however, change your
investment option for multiple Virginia savings trust
accounts for the same Beneficiary by requesting the
changes at the same time.

option unless the investment option change is due to
the Beneficiary's death, disability or receipt of a
scholarship. Transfers from VEST to CollegeAmerica
are considered investment option changes.

Trusts are allowed to own VEST Accounts. Trustees
are responsible for determining whether the terms of
a trust allow ownership of a VEST Account. The Plan
will not review trust documents and the trustee bears
all liability for such determination.

TRUSTS

UGMA/UTMA custodians may not change the
Beneficiary for custodial Accounts except as may be
permitted by applicable law, and must notify the
Plan when the custodianship terminates, at which
time the Beneficiary will become the owner of the
Account. Custodians will need to complete an
Account Transfer Form at this time to document the
termination of the custodianship. For additional
information on custodial accounts, please see the
"Comparison of College Savings Vehicles" chart on
page 40. Please contact a legal or tax professional to
determine how to transfer an existing UGMA or
UTMA account, and what the implications of such a
transfer may be for your specific situation.

The Contributor may authorize distributions from
the Account for the Qualified Higher Education
Expenses of the designated Beneficiary at any time.
Distributions may be used at any Eligible
Educational Institution, as defined in the
"Definitions" section of this Program Description.
Generally, this includes any accredited two- or fouryear college or university in the United States that is
eligible to participate in federal student financial aid
programs, as well as certain accredited private career
or technical schools that are eligible to participate in
federal student financial aid programs. Distributions
may also be applied toward graduate or professional
school costs at an Eligible Educational Institution.
VEST distributions may be applied at certain foreign
institutions of higher education on a case-by-case
basis. Please contact us toll free at 1-888-567-0540 for
specific information on using VEST distributions at
foreign schools.

Depending on the specific state legislation, you may
also be able to open a VEST Account with Uniform
Gifts to Minors Act (UGMA) or Uniform Transfers to
Minors Act (UTMA) funds, although these types of
accounts involve additional restrictions that do not
apply to regular VEST Accounts, such as the inability
to transfer the VEST Account to another Beneficiary.
If you are using UGMA or UTMA funds to establish
a VEST Account, you must indicate that the Account
is custodial by checking the appropriate box on your
Application. The Plan is not liable for any
consequences related to a custodian's improper use,
transfer, or characterization of custodial funds.
UGMA or UTMA custodians must establish VEST
Accounts in their custodial capacity separate from
any Accounts they may hold in their individual
capacity in order to contribute UGMA / UTMA assets.
If UGMA or UTMA assets are currently invested in
securities, these investments must first be liquidated
before cash can be contributed to a VEST Account,
and any tax liability related to the liquidation will
have to be paid, as transferring custodial funds to a
Section 529 account is not a non-taxable event.

If, after the ten-year period specified above, an
Account has a remaining balance, no extension has
been requested and the Plan cannot contact the
Contributor, the Beneficiary, or any designee of
survivorship rights, the Plan shall report the
unclaimed amounts to the State Treasurer as
unclaimed property pursuant to Section 55-210.12 of
the Code of Virginia (1950), as amended. The value
of any such Account reported as unclaimed property

Beneficiaries who have not graduated from high
school at the time the Account is opened have at
least ten years after the projected date of their high
school graduation to use all funds from their VEST
Account. This time period may be extended upon
request. Beneficiaries who have graduated from high
school at the time the Account is opened have at
least ten years after the date the VEST Account was
opened to use VEST Account balances. The Plan will
use information provided in the Application, or any
Rollover or Change of Beneficiary Request Form
with regard to a substitute Beneficiary, to determine
the projected date of high school graduation. Any
time spent by a Beneficiary as an active-duty
member of any branch of the United States Armed
Services will be added to the ten-year period. If an
Account is rolled over to a qualified substitute
Beneficiary, the applicable ten-year time limit will
begin again based on the new Beneficiary's age.

VEST ACCOUNT DISTRIBUTIONS

UGMA/UTMA ACCOUNTS

If you own more than one Virginia savings trust
account (VEST and/or CollegeAmerica) for the same
Beneficiary, the Internal Revenue Service requires that
we aggregate the earnings on all such accounts for
reporting purposes. Each year there is a distribution
from one of your VEST or CollegeAmerica accounts,
you will receive an IRS Form 1099-Q that reflects the

Contributors may request Non-qualified
Distributions from a VEST Account at any time. Nonqualified Distributions will be subject to a federal
penalty tax of 10% of the earnings, reported on the
taxpayer's federal tax return, in addition to federal
income tax on the earnings. The Contributor may
also be required to recapture part or all of any
deductions taken from the Contributor's Virginia
taxable income as a result of VEST Contributions.
VEST is not responsible for payment of any higher
education expenses that exceed the current balance
of a VEST Account at the time a distribution is
requested or made.

The Plan will make requested distributions upon
receipt of a signed Distribution Request Form. Any
distributions that must be made on an expedited basis
due to lack of advance notice may result in the
imposition of an administrative fee. The Plan is not
responsible for any late fees imposed by educational
institutions if the late payment was due to lack of
advance notice to the Plan. All distributions from
VEST Accounts will be made subject to a Pending
Settlement Period as described in the "Definitions"
section. Distribution requests received between the 2nd
and the 16th of the month will be withdrawn from the
applicable Portfolio on the last business day of that
month. Distribution requests received between the
17th of the month and the 1st of the following month
will be withdrawn from the applicable Portfolio on the
next 15th of the month (or if the 15th is on a weekend
or holiday, on the next business day). The Net Asset
Value used to determine the number of Units of a
Portfolio to be liquidated will be the Net Asset Value
calculated for the applicable Portfolio on the business
day immediately preceding the date the distribution
amount is withdrawn from the Portfolio. The Plan is
not responsible for market fluctuations during the
Pending Settlement Period.

and remaining unclaimed for an additional five years
shall be the then-current Account balance less any
applicable administrative fees.

To roll over an Account, the Contributor must
complete a Rollover Request Form indicating the
relationship of the new Beneficiary to the original
Beneficiary, if applicable, and specifying the qualified
tuition program to which the rollover is being made.
Depending upon market conditions at the time a
rollover is requested, the amount rolled over may be
more or less than the Contributions. The Plan is not
responsible for market fluctuations between the time
of the rollover request and the time the rollover
amount is determined. The Net Asset Value applicable
to all rollovers will be the Net Asset Value calculated

A Contributor may roll over an Account to a new
Beneficiary who is a "Member of the Family," as
defined herein, upon written request and the Plan's
subsequent approval. Rollovers of Accounts to
another qualified tuition program may be made for
the same Beneficiary once per 12-month-period or to
another Beneficiary who is a "Member of the
Family" of the original Beneficiary at any time. When
rolling over a VEST Account to a new Beneficiary, the
ten-year time limit on the use of benefits will be
determined based on the new Beneficiary's age. If
you wish to roll over from VEST to VPEP, VPEP's
eligibility requirements and enrollment period still
apply. Rollovers that meet IRS requirements are not
subject to the 10% additional federal penalty tax and
any earnings are not includible in the Contributor's
federal adjusted gross income. Rollover distribution
information will be reported on IRS Form 1099-Q.
Please allow up to sixty (60) days for a rollover
request to be processed.

ROLLOVERS

aggregated earnings. If the distribution was for a
Qualified Higher Education Expense, you will not
owe any federal or Virginia income tax. If you live in
a state other than Virginia, please check to determine
your state's treatment of income from another state's
qualified tuition program that is tax exempt at the
federal level. VEST will not determine whether an
expense is qualified or non-qualified. You will be
required to maintain records adequate to prove your
expenses, such as invoices and textbook receipts. The
10% of earnings federal penalty tax and federal
income tax on the earnings for Non-qualified
Distributions will now be reported on the taxpayer's
income tax returns, and will not be withheld by
VEST.

Only the Contributor may cancel a VEST Account
and receive a refund of the Account balance. In order
to cancel all or part of a VEST Account and receive a
refund, the Contributor must provide a written
request specifying the Contributor's name, the

CANCELLATIONS

A Contributor may also change the Beneficiary on an
Account. A change of Beneficiary is a non-taxable
event if the new Beneficiary is a "Member of the
Family," as defined herein, of the original
Beneficiary. A Contributor may change the Portfolio
at the time the Beneficiary is changed.

The Contributor may, upon approval of the Plan,
transfer ownership of a VEST Account to another
individual or entity provided no consideration is
given or accepted for the transfer. To transfer an
Account to another individual or entity, please request
an Account Transfer Form. The transfer of a VEST
Account to another individual may have federal gift
tax consequences. Please contact a tax professional to
determine the effect of any such transfer on your
individual situation. All transfers shall be construed
and administered to comply in all respects with any
applicable state or federal statutes or regulations,
including, but not limited to, Section 529 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and any
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.

TRANSFERS

A rollover to a non-Virginia qualified tuition
program will require the Contributor to add back to
his or her Virginia taxable income any amounts
previously deducted from the Contributor's Virginia
taxable income as a result of VEST Contributions. All
rollovers shall be construed and administered to
comply in all respects with any applicable state or
federal statutes or regulations, including, but not
limited to, Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended, and any regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto.

for the applicable Portfolio on the business day
immediately preceding the day on which the rollover
request is settled. All rollover payments shall be
issued in a lump sum directly to the designated
qualified tuition program within sixty (60) days from
the date of the rollover request.

Depending upon market conditions at the time a
refund is requested, the amount of the refund may
be more or less than Contributions. The Plan is not
responsible for market fluctuations during the
Pending Settlement Period. All refunds shall be
issued in a lump sum within ninety (90) days from
the date of the cancellation request. The Plan will
consider all written requests for expedited refunds in
cases constituting hardship, as determined by the
Plan. All cancellations and refunds shall be construed
and administered to comply in all respects with any
applicable state or federal statutes or regulations,
including, but not limited to, Section 529 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and any
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.

Cancellations requested as a result of the Beneficiary's
death, disability or receipt of a scholarship are
Qualified Distributions. Penalty-free scholarship
refunds are capped at the amount of the scholarship.
Contributors should retain proof of death, disability
or receipt of scholarship for their records. The
earnings portion of any refund issued as a result of
the Beneficiary's death, disability or receipt of a
scholarship is taxable to the Contributor as ordinary
income in the year of the refund, but there is no 10%
of earnings federal penalty tax. The Plan may require
any documentation necessary in order to establish
compliance with 26 U.S.C. Section 529 and any
regulations promulgated thereunder.

The amount of a refund in the event of a cancellation
for reasons other than the Beneficiary's death,
disability or receipt of a scholarship (a Non-qualified
Distribution) is the Account balance on the day the
distribution is withdrawn from the Portfolio. Nonqualified Distributions will be subject to an
additional federal penalty tax of 10% of the earnings,
reported on the taxpayer's federal tax return, in
addition to federal and Virginia income tax on the
earnings. The Net Asset Value applicable to all
cancellation refunds will be the Net Asset Value
calculated for the applicable Portfolio on the business
day immediately preceding the day on which the
distribution amount is withdrawn from the Portfolio.
Partial cancellations may be requested.

Beneficiary's name, the VEST Account number, and
any additional supporting documentation as may be
required by the Plan.

For example, effective January 2, 2003, the underlying
investments in the Potomac Portfolio (originally 80%
stocks/ 20% bonds) shift to an asset allocation of 70%

With the exception of the base Portfolio (the Piedmont
Portfolio), the allocation of each age-based Portfolio
will become more conservative as it ages. The asset
allocation strategy of each age-based Portfolio except
the base Portfolio will change approximately every
third year after the December 1999 inception of VEST
until a Portfolio reaches the target allocation of the
base Portfolio (a stable value fund with extremely low
risk of principal loss). A new age-based evolving
Portfolio will be created approximately one year prior
to the change of the current most aggressive Portfolio
to the next most aggressive Portfolio to accommodate
those opening new Accounts who seek the maximum
return/risk allocation, or for Beneficiaries born in
subsequent years.

Whenever you open a VEST Account, please refer
to the Portfolio Evolution Timeline to determine
the then-current asset allocation strategy of a
particular age-based Portfolio at the time of your
investment.

Age-based Evolving Portfolios
Each age-based Portfolio seeks capital appreciation
with reasonable safety of principal, consistent with
the ages of the Beneficiaries. The Portfolios'
investment allocations are designed to correspond
with the Beneficiary's age. Portfolios for the benefit of
younger Beneficiaries are more heavily invested in
equities, which carry a higher risk but also have a
higher return potential. Portfolios for the benefit of
older Beneficiaries are more heavily invested in fixed
income securities. The asset allocation for each agebased Portfolio will become increasingly conservative
over time, until it reaches the same asset allocation as
the stable value fund, which is the base portfolio (the
Piedmont Portfolio). Account holders may choose to
invest initially in a Portfolio other than the one that
corresponds to the Account Beneficiary's age.

The money in an Account is held in one of 11
investment Portfolios, consisting of seven age-based
evolving Portfolios and four non-evolving Portfolios.

VEST PORTFOLIOS

Each age-based Portfolio seeks to achieve its
investment objective by investing in a combination of
Funds. The Board selects the investment managers or
mutual funds and an asset allocation for each of the
Portfolios with the assistance of its investment
consultant. Your Contributions will buy Units in the
Portfolio you select. The value of Units in each
Portfolio will vary from day to day, reflecting
changes in the values of the underlying Funds. The
performance of each Portfolio depends on the
performance of the Funds, which in turn depends on
the performance of the stock, bond and money
markets in the United States and abroad. The
underlying Funds are either mutual funds,

Depending upon market conditions and other
factors, the Board may alter the rate of change in the
allocation strategy of any Portfolio and/or create a
new Portfolio or Portfolio allocation when the Board
deems it to be in the best interests of current and
potential Contributors to do so.

stocks and 30% bonds. VEST Contributors always
have the option of opening a second Account for the
same Beneficiary in a different Portfolio. Contributors
may also change their Portfolio selection once per
calendar year. The same Contributor may not have
more than one Account for the same Beneficiary in
the same Portfolio.

The Piedmont Portfolio (the base portfolio):
ages 18 and older.
The Shenandoah Portfolio:
ages 16 - 18.
The Highlands Portfolio:
ages 13 - 15.
The Blue Ridge Portfolio:
ages 10 - 12.
The Southside Portfolio:
ages 7 - 9.
The Potomac Portfolio:
ages 4 - 6.
The Chesapeake Portfolio:
newborn through age 3.

Following is a list of the Portfolios and the
correspondingages of the Beneficiaries the Portfolios
were originally designedfor:

The Aggressive Portfolio is designed for longer-term
or more risk-tolerant investors. It is targeted to have
an allocation to equity securities (both domestic and
non-U.S.) of 80%, and a fixed income allocation (both
domestic and non-U.S.) of 20%. The allocation
strategy may change periodically as a result of shortterm market conditions and manager decisions, but

Four non-evolving Portfolios are offered in the VEST
program: Aggressive, Moderate, Conservative, and
Money Market. The Aggressive, Moderate, and
Conservative Portfolios are each a mutual fund that
seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing
in a combination of other mutual funds representing
different asset classes. The Fund manager
determines the asset allocation strategy for each of
these Portfolios and selects the appropriate
underlying investments to implement the allocation
strategy. The Money Market Portfolio is a mutual
fund that invests in short-term money market
instruments (described later).

Non-evolving Portfolios

The target allocation strategy of each age-based
Portfolio is intended to provide a "middle ground"
approach to asset allocation for the targeted
Beneficiaries of a specific Portfolio. Each Portfolio is
well diversified to meet its long-term investment
strategy. By investing in a varied combination of
Funds investing in different asset classes, each
Portfolio seeks to control risk and provide returns
consistent with the ages of the target Beneficiaries.
Each Portfolio's Funds may include domestic and
non-U.S. equity funds, investment grade fixedincome funds, and stable value funds. While various
Funds are generally categorized as domestic or nonU.S. stock (equity), investment grade fixed-income
and stable value funds, each Fund may choose to
invest in a mix of foreign and domestic stocks,
investment grade bonds and other securities.

commingled funds or professionally managed
accounts created specifically for the Plan. Each Fund
will fall into one of four broad categories, i.e., equity
(stock), fixed-income (bond), stable value or money
market. There are three subcategories for the equity
Funds -- domestic large-cap, small and mid-cap, and
non-U.S.

As with the age-based Portfolios, your Contributions
will buy Units in the non-evolving Portfolio(s) you
select. The value of the Units in each Portfolio (with
the exception of the Money Market Portfolio) will vary
from day to day, reflecting changes in the values of the
underlying Funds. The performance of each Portfolio
depends on the performance of the Funds, which in
turn depends on the performance of the stock, bond
and money markets in the United States and abroad.

The Money Market Portfolio is designed to provide
investors with a stable return by investing in a mutual
fund that invests in short-term money market
instruments. This Portfolio is designed for investors
with a very low risk tolerance level, or for Beneficiaries
who are matriculating or near matriculation. The
Money Market Portfolio is intended to maintain a Net
Asset Value (NAV) of $1.00 at all times.

The Conservative Portfolio is designed for more riskaverse investors, with a target allocation of 20% to
equity securities and 80% to fixed income. As with
the Aggressive and Moderate Portfolios, the
allocation strategy and the underlying Funds
selected to implement the strategy are at the
discretion of the Conservative Portfolio's manager,
and may contain investments in domestic and nonU.S. stocks and bonds.

The Moderate Portfolio is designed for mid-range
investors with respect to their investment horizon
and risk tolerance. The targeted allocation to equities
is 60%, with the 40% balance to fixed income. Again,
both domestic and foreign securities may be used in
each segment. The Portfolio manager will implement
the strategy by selecting various mutual funds that
meet the objectives of the Portfolio, and may change
both the asset allocation of the Portfolio and the
underlying Funds based on market conditions and
the manager's outlook. However, the allocation
strategy is designed to keep the Portfolio invested
near 60% in equity securities over the long term.

the Portfolio is designed to remain invested in
equities near 80% for the life of the Portfolio. The
underlying Funds used to implement the strategy
may change as well, based upon the managers'
determination as to their continued suitability to
meet the investment objectives of the Portfolio.

OBJECTIVE
Long-term capital
growth with a small
element of current
income

Growth of capital
with a low to
moderate level of
current income

Provide current
income with limited
potential for long
term capital growth
and lower risk of
principal loss

Provide current
income while
maintaining liquidity
and preserving
principal

Aggressive
80% Equity
20% Fixed Income

Moderate
60% Equity
40% Fixed Income

Conservative
20% Equity
80% Fixed Income

Money Market

High quality short-term money market
instruments including certificates of
deposit, banker's acceptances and other
money market securities.

Mutual funds with stock holdings
consisting primarily of largecapitalization U.S. stocks, with a lesser
exposure to mid- and low-capitalization
domestic stocks and foreign
stocks.Mutual funds with bond holdings
in U.S. Government, U.S agency
mortgage-backed and corporate bonds.

Mutual funds with stock holdings
consisting primarily of largecapitalization U.S. stocks, with a lesser
exposure to mid- and low-capitalization
domestic stocks and foreign
stocks.Mutual funds with bond holdings
in U.S. Government, U.S agency
mortgage-backed and corporate bonds.

Mutual funds with stock holdings
consisting primarily of largecapitalization U.S. stocks, with a lesser
exposure to mid- and low-capitalization
domestic stocks and foreign stocks.
Mutual funds with bond holdings in
U.S. Government, U.S agency mortgagebacked and corporate bonds.

TYPICAL INVESTMENT VEHICLES

The Virginia College Savings Plan reserves the right
to change the underlying investments, investment
managers, or mutual funds at any time with or
without advance notice to Contributors.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Non-evolving Portfolios

The following tables provide a briefexplanation of the
investment objectives of the non-evolving Portfolios
and the underlying strategies of the age-based
(evolving) Portfolios.

Common stocks of large-capitalization,
relatively mature U.S. companies

Common stocks of small- to middlecapitalization, relatively younger, faster
growing U.S. companies

Common stocks of high quality,
relatively mature non-U.S. companies in
developed and emerging growth
countries

Long-term capital
growth while
providing an element
of current income
Seeks long-term
capital growth with a
focus on small/ midcap equities
Long-term capital
growth with little
regard for current
income
Provide current
income with lower
risk of principal loss
than most equity
investments
Preserve principal
while generating
interest income.
Fund will attempt to
maintain a stable
$1 unit price.
Extremely low risk
of principal loss

Large-Cap Equity
(Domestic)

Small / Mid-Cap Equity
(Domestic)

Non-U.S. Equity

Fixed Income (Investment
Grade)

Stable Value

A pool of high quality fixed income
investments (which may include
Guaranteed Investment Contracts), held
in investment contracts designed to
provide stable investment returns and
balances

Fixed income securities including U.S.
Treasuries, corporate issues, mortgagebacked securities, and foreign bonds
with maturities generally ranging from 5
to 20 years

TYPICAL INVESTMENT VEHICLES

OBJECTIVE

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Age-based Evolving Portfolios

Following is a descriptionof the current underlying
Funds in the age-based evolving Portfolios and their
investment objectives:

STABLE VALUE FUND
The objectives of the INVESCO Stable Value Fund
are to preserve principal and deliver stable
investment returns. The investment contracts
utilized provide for minimal fluctuation in principal
values. The Fund is not guaranteed. This Fund may
invest in (a) high quality insurance company or bank
investment contracts that provide for the repayment
of principal plus interest credited at fixed or variable
rates; (b) other investment contracts that are
supported by fixed income obligations of the U.S.
Government or its agencies and other high-quality
fixed income investments, where the repayment of

SMALL CAP DOMESTIC EQUITY FUND
Vanguard Small Cap Index Fund attempts
investment results that parallel the performance of
the unmanaged Russell 2000 Small Stock Index. The
Small Cap Index Fund is designed to provide
investors with a low-cost method of passively
capturing the returns of small companies.
NON-U.S. EQUITY FUNDS
The American Funds' EuroPacific Growth Fund
seeks long-term growth of capital by investing in the
equity securities of large-capitalization companies
outside the U.S., primarily in developed markets, but
occasionally in emerging markets as well. Using their
unique Multiple Portfolio Manager system,
individual portfolio managers select the stocks they
view as most likely to outperform. These picks are
aggregated into a single portfolio, offering investors
the advantages of diversification and individual
selection. As a result, the EuroPacific Growth Fund's
approach employs a variety of styles, including value

Templeton Foreign Equity Series seeks long-term
growth of capital through a flexible policy of
investing primarily in equity securities and debt
obligations of companies and governments outside
the U.S., including emerging markets securities.
Foreign Equity Series (FES) normally will invest at
least 65% of its total assets in foreign equity
securities. FES may also invest up to 35% of its total
assets in debt securities when they offer greater
potential for capital appreciation than is available
through investment in stocks. In selecting securities
for FES, Templeton seeks "undervalued" companies,
which therefore offer above-average opportunities
for capital appreciation. FES invests in various
countries and industries where economic and
political factors, including currency movements, are
favorable to capital growth.

and growth and both top-down (macro-economic)
and bottom-up (company-specific) analyses.

FIXED-INCOME FUND
Western Asset Management seeks to maximize total
return, consistent with prudent investment
management and liquidity needs, by investing in a
broad range of fixed-income securities. "Total return"
includes interest from underlying securities, capital
gains and appreciation on the securities held in the
portfolio, and gains from the sale of futures and
options. Western seeks to outperform their benchmark
by managing the interest rate sensitivity (duration and
term structure) of the portfolio to capture changes in
interest rates, by rotating the exposure to various
sectors of the bond market (Corporates, Treasuries,
and Mortgages) and by selecting individual bonds
they believe will outperform their respective sectors
over long periods of time.

SMALL/MID-CAP DOMESTIC EQUITY FUND
Rothschild Asset Management, Inc. seeks capital
appreciation by investing primarily in equity
securities of companies with small-to-medium
market capitalizations ($100 million to $10 billion).
The firm's stock selection approach is based on the
belief that changes in earnings expectations drive
security prices and undervalued stocks to
outperform. Rothschild does not limit itself to stock
groups typically associated with either pure growth
or pure value. Small-to-mid-market capitalization
companies are those whose market capitalization is
similar to the market capitalization of companies in
the Russell 2500 Index.

LARGE-CAP DOMESTIC EQUITY FUND
Vanguard 500 Index Fund seeks to parallel the
performance of the Standard & Poors (S&P) 500 Stock
Index, a widely used benchmark reflecting the
investment return of large capitalization (greater than
$10 billion) U.S. stocks. The Index Fund employs
aninvestment strategy involving the creation of a
portfolio tailored as closely as possible to the S&P 500
Index and thus is expected to provide a highly
predictable return relative to the Index. Index funds
offer investors the advantages of a "passive"
approach to investing: low investment costs,
exceptional diversification among securities, minimal
portfolio turnover, and relative predictability.

MODERATE PORTFOLIO
(60% Equity/40% Fixed Income)
Vanguard LifeStrategy Moderate Growth Fund
seeks to provide growth of capital and a low to
moderate level of current income. The Fund invests
in other Vanguard mutual funds according to a fixed
formula that typically results in an allocation of
about 60% of assets to common stocks and 40% to
bonds. The Fund's indirect stock holdings consist
substantially of large-capitalization U.S. stocks and,
to a lesser extent, mid- and small-cap U.S. stocks and

AGGRESSIVE PORTFOLIO
(80% Equity/ 20% Fixed Income)
Vanguard LifeStrategy Growth Fund seeks to
provide growth of capital and some current income.
The Fund invests in other Vanguard mutual funds
according to a fixed formula that typically results in
an allocation of about 80% of assets to common
stocks and 20% to bonds. The Fund's indirect stock
holdings consist substantially of large-capitalization
U.S. stocks and, to a lesser extent to mid- and smallcap U.S. stocks and foreign stocks. Its indirect bond
holdings are a diversified mix of short-,
intermediate-, and long-term U.S. government, U.S.
agency mortgage-backed, and investment grade
corporate bonds with a strong emphasis on longterm U.S. Treasury bonds.

Following is a description of the current underlying
mutualfunds in the non-evolving Portfolios and their
investment objectives:

Investments in the Stable Value Fund earn a
composite rate of return received under all
investments of the Fund. As individual investments
and contracts mature, the Fund will make new
investments at new rates that generally reflect thencurrent interest rates. Consequently, the composite
returns provided by this Fund are expected to follow,
with some amount of lag, the general trends of
interest rates.

principal and interest from such supporting
investments are paid to the Fund; and (c) bank shortterm investment funds, cash, and cash equivalents.
The investment contracts generally provide for
payments to participants of principal and accrued
interest in accordance with the terms of the Fund.

Following is a table outlining the currentallocation of
Portfolio assets and the total expected expenses of each
Portfolio. As the age-based Portfolios evolve over time, the
expenses will also change to reflect the expenses of the new
asset allocation strategy of the Portfolio.

MONEY MARKET PORTFOLIO
Vanguard Prime Money Market Fund seeks to
provide current income while maintaining liquidity
and preserving principal. The Fund invests in high
quality short-term money market instruments,
including certificates of deposit, banker's
acceptances, commercial paper and other money
market securities. To be considered high quality, a
security must be rated in one of the two highest
credit-quality categories for short-term securities by
at least two nationally recognized rating services (or
by one, if only one rating service has rated the
security). If unrated, the security must be
determined by the Fund's advisor to be of quality
equivalent to those in the two highest credit-quality
categories. The Fund will maintain a dollarweighted average maturity of 90 days or less.

CONSERVATIVE PORTFOLIO
(20% Equity/80% Fixed Income)
Vanguard LifeStrategy Income Fund seeks to provide
current income and some growth of capital. The Fund
invests in other Vanguard mutual funds according to a
fixed formula that typically results in an allocation of
about 80% of assets to bonds and 20% to common
stocks. The Fund's indirect bond holdings are a mix of
short-, intermediate- and long-term U.S. government,
U.S. agency mortgage-backed and investment grade
corporate bonds. Its indirect stock holdings consist
substantially of large-capitalization U.S. stocks and, to
a lesser extent, mid- and small-cap U.S. stocks.

foreign stocks. Its indirect bond holdings are a
diversified mix of short-, intermediate- and longterm U.S. government, U.S. agency mortgage-backed
and investment grade corporate bonds with an
emphasis on long-term U.S. Treasury bonds.

1.00%

80% Equity
20% Fixed Income
50% Vanguard
Total Stock
Market Index
Fund
25% Vanguard
Asset
Allocation
Fund
15% Vanguard
Total
International
Stock Index
Fund
10% Vanguard
Total Bond
Market Index
Fund

Expected Asset
Allocation
Underlying
Funds

0.93%

35% Vanguard
Total Stock
Market Index
Fund
30% Vanguard
Total Bond
Market Index
Fund
25% Vanguard
Asset
Allocation
Fund
10% Vanguard
Total
International
Stock Index
Fund

60% Equity
40% Fixed Income

Vanguard
LifeStrategy
Moderate Growth
Fund

MODERATE

0.96%

100%

SOUTHSIDE

0.92%

100%

HIGHLANDS

0.93%

50% Vanguard
Total Bond
Market Index
Fund
25% Vanguard
Asset
Allocation
Fund
20% Vanguard
Short-Term
Corporate
Fund
5% Vanguard
Total Stock
Market Index
Fund

20% Equity
80% Fixed Income

Vanguard
LifeStrategy
Income Fund

CONSERVATIVE

0.94%

100%

BLUE RIDGE

0.98%

100% Vanguard
Prime Money
Market Fund

100% Money Market

Vanguard
Prime Money
Market Fund

0.85%

100%

100%

PIEDMONT

MONEY MARKET

0.90%

100%

SHENANDOAH

Note: The total expected expenses above include the Underlying Fund expenses plus the VEST administrative fee.

0.93%

Vanguard
LifeStrategy
Growth Fund

Name of Fund

Total Expected
Expenses

AGGRESSIVE

PORTFOLIO

0.98%

100%

POTOMAC

Non-evolving Portfolios

Total Expected Expenses

100%

CHESAPEAKE

Stable Value
Fixed Income
Large-Cap Equity
Non-U.S. Equity
Small / Mid-Cap Equity

PORTFOLIO

Age-based Evolving Portfolios

AGE-BASED EVOLVING PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

Please note that the performance results documented above (except for the Piedmont Portfolio) were
achieved at the more aggressive asset allocations in place prior to January 2003.

45.0
15.0

40.0
20.0
5.0

35.0
25.0
5.0
5.0
7.5
7.5

10.0
30.0
30.0
10.0
5.0
7.5
7.5

5.0
25.0
35.0
10.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

5.0
15.0
40.0
15.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

Ryan 1-3Year GIC
Lehman Aggregate
S&P 500 Index
Russell 2500 Index
Russell 2000 Index
MSCI EAFEIndex
MSCI EAFEIndex

Stable Value
Fixed Income
S&P500 Index
Small/Middle
Capitalization Equity
Russell 2000 Index
International Equity
International Equity

Western
Vanguard
Rothschild
Vanguard
Templeton
American
Funds

Tidewater* Piedmont
100.0
100.0

*As of January 2003, the Tidewater Portfolio is closed to new participants.

Performance returns do not include the Euro-Pacific Growth Fund, which will be added to the asset allocation on the first business day of January 2003.

2.5

Highlands Shenandoah
30.0
20.0

Blue Ridge
15.0

Southside

Potomac

Chesapeake
Indices
Strategy
Manager
PRIMCO

Allocation of Assetsfor the Age-based Evolving Portfolios - Percentage of AssetsManaged by EachManager as of January 2003

Past investment results offer no
assurance of future returns.

The benchmarks for each Portfolio
Over each three-year period, the Portfolio allocations and benchmarks will change per the methodology
outlined in the VESTProgram Description and information materials. The asset allocations listed below
will become effective on the first business day of January 2003.

The performance of each
Portfolio will be measured using
Trailing Two-Year Return as of September 30, 2002
total return. Total return reflects
(Annualized)
the change in value of an
investment over a given
* Portfolio
period. A cumulative total
[ Benchmark
5.0
return reflects actual
0.0
performance over a given period
of time. An average annual total
_-5.0
-10.0
return is the hypothetical rate of
-15.0
return that, if achieved annually,
-20.0
would have produced the same
Highlands Shenandoah TdeIdste Piedmont
Bide
SomlhstdeBlue
Petema/
Chesapeake
cumulative total return if
performance had been constant
over the entire period. Average
Portfolio Performance for the Periods Ending September 30, 2002
annual total
returns smooth
Blue Ridge
Highlands
Shenandoah
Tidewater*
Piedmont
Southside
Potomac
Chesapeake
Three-Month Return
1.26
out variations in
-2.32
-5.35
-7.28
-9.04
-11.22
-12.96
-13.52
1.45
-2.34
-5.65
-7.81
-9.90
-12.01
-14.18
-14.18
Three-Month Be nchmark
performance and
6.12
0.88
-1.64
-3.54
-4.86
-7.07
-8.11
Trailing One-Yea irReturn
are not the same
6.15
1.26
-2.00
-4.58
-6.69
-9.22
-11.42
Benc mar
'e One- mar
as actual year-by6.65
2.06
-1.24
-3.93
-10.14
-8.42
-5.62
Trailing Two-Year Return (Annualized)
6.29
0.82
-9.31
-3.46
-6.68
-12.41
-15.15
year results.
Trailing Two-Year Benchmark (Annualized)
Average annual
total returns
All investment return information is compiled by Russell/Mellon Analytical Services. Returns do not
covering periods
reflect the VESTadministrative fee.
of less than one year assume that
Trailing One-Year and Two-Year Returns are not available for the Chesapeake Portfolio, which was created in December 2001. However, had the Portfolio been in existence during earlier periods, its performperformance will remain
ance would have been comparable to the Potomac Portfolio.
constant for the rest of the year.
are comprised of the indices and asset allocations as outlined below.

INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

Aggressive
Portfolio'

[
Moderate
Portfolio'

_
Conservative
Portfolio'

IF
Money Market
Portfolio4

E] Benchmark

Portfolio

-21.81
-19.45

Inception to Date Return
Inception to Date Benchmark

-10.81
-8.88

Moderate'

-0.69

-4.44

-2.43
-0.72

Conserv ative3

1.21
1.31

0.38
0.43

Money Market'

The Aggressive, Moderate and Conservative Portfolio use customize d benchmarks derived
by applying the underlying mutual fund's target allocation to the results of the following
benchmarks: for U.S. stocks, the Wilshire 5000 Total Market Index; Iforbonds, the Lehman
Brothers Aggregate Bond Index; for non-U.S. stocks, the MSC EAFEIndex; and for cash
instruments, the Salomon Smith Barney 3-month U.S. Treasury Bill Iindex.

4The Money Market Portfolio invests in shares of the Vanguard Prime Money Market Fund.
The inception date for this Porfolio is January 15, 2002.

'The Conservative Portfolio invests in shares of the Vanguard LifeStrat egy Income Fund. The
inception date for this Porfolio is January 15, 2002.

'The Moderate Portfolio invests in shares of the Vanguard LifeStrategy Moderate Growth
Fund. The inception date for this Porfolio is December 28, 2001.

The Aggressive Portfolio invests in shares of the Vanguard LifeStrategyGrowth Fund. The
inception date for this Porfolio is December 28, 2001.

All investment return information is compiled by Russell/Mellon Analy tical Services. Returns
do not reflect the VESTadministrative fee.

-14.95
-13.19

Three-Month Return
Three-Month Benchmark

Aggressive'

Portfolio Performance For the Periods Ending Septem her 30, 2002

5.0

10.0

Inception to Date Return as of
September 30, 2002

NON-EVOLVING PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

Corporation (FDIC), or any other agency,
entity, instrumentality or person. Past
investment results, like those shown in this
Program Description, offer no assurance of
future returns. The age-based Portfolios are
designed to provide appropriate asset
allocations for investors saving for the
Qualified Higher Education Expenses of a
Beneficiary of a given age. An investment in a
particular Portfolio, however, may not
provide an appropriate balanced investment
program for all investors. You should

United States government, any financial
institution, the Federal Deposit Insurance

agency or instrumentality thereof, the

the Commonwealth of Virginia or any

you invested. Accounts are not deposits or
obligations of, or insured or guaranteed by,

When you redeem Units of a Portfolio, they
may be worth more or less than the amount

the quality and maturity of the security. This
effect is usually more pronounced for longerterm bonds and zero coupon bonds. In
addition to the above, investments in foreign
securities pose the additional risk of increased
political and economic unrest and exposure to
currency fluctuations.

changes in market conditions or interest rates,
with prices generally rising when interest
rates fall and prices falling when interest rates
rise. Bond values may also be affected by
other economic and political news as well as

Many factors may create fluctuations in the
value of a Portfolio. While affected by general
market and economic conditions, stock values
also vary in response to the activities of
individual companies. In general, investments
in smaller, lesser-known companies carry
more risk than those in larger companies. The
volatility of a smaller company's stock price is
largely due to reliance on limited product
lines and markets, and more modest financial
resources, making smaller companies more
susceptible to setbacks or economic
downturns. Bond values are not as subject to
the rapid, sometimes large, fluctuations
that
can occur with domestic and non-U.S. stocks.
Instead, most volatility in bonds is based on

RISK CONSIDERATIONS

VEST's general operating expenses and investment
costs will be deducted from Account balances. VEST
receives no state appropriation and is entirely selffunding. VEST's general operating expenses include

A Contributor may be charged administrative fees in
amounts to be determined by the Plan, including a
nonrefundable application fee, fees for rollovers,
transfers, portfolio changes, account cancellations,
and other administrative fees. All such fees are set out
in the following Fee Schedule, which may be
amended from time to time. Contributors may receive
updated Fee Schedules upon request. Whole or
fractional Units in VEST Accounts may be liquidated
to pay any fees, expenses or liabilities owed to the
Plan. The Plan, in its sole discretion, reserves the right
to waive certain fees in circumstances where it deems
a waiver appropriate.

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

Contributors will receive an initial confirmation of
their Portfolio selection and the amount of their
initial Contribution. Contributors will also receive a
confirmation of any change in Portfolio selection
(allowed once per calendar year and if the
Beneficiary of an Account is changed). VEST will
issue quarterly statements to all Contributors
reflecting quarterly activity in their VEST Account.
You may also access your account information online
at www.Virginia529.com, using a password you will
receive in your Welcome Kit. If a Contributor does
not provide written notice to the Board of any
objections within ten business days after a statement
or confirmation has been sent to the Contributor's
last known address, the Contributor will be deemed
to have approved it and to have released the Plan
from all liability for transactions or investment
activity reflected on the statement or confirmation.

STATEMENTS

evaluate the Portfolios in the context of your overall
individual financial situation, investment goals, and
other investments. If you consider yourself an
especially aggressive or conservative investor, you
may want to save for higher education by making
investments in multiple Portfolios to achieve the
balance that is best for you. The Virginia College
Savings Plan cannot provide legal, financial or tax
advice concerning individual investment decisions.

$50.00

Set by Board
Other administrative fees

$10.00
Change in investment option
(allowed once per calendar
year and when the Beneficiary
is changed-fee waived if
change is due to the current
Beneficiary's death, disability
or receipt of a scholarship)

Expedited Distribution Request

$25.00

Rollover to another qualified
tuition program (fee waived
for rollovers to the Virginia
Prepaid Education ProgramsM)

$10.00

$10.00
Change of Beneficiary
(fee waived in case of death,
disability or scholarship)

Transfer to another
Contributor (fee waived in
case of Contributor's death or
disability)

$25.00

Non-sufficient funds

$25.00

Application fee if Contributor
owns another Virginia College
Savings Plan Account or
Contract

$25.00

$85.00

Application fee

Cancellation of Account (fee
waived in case of Beneficiary's
death, disability or receipt of a
scholarship)

AMOUNT

TYPE OF FEE

VEST ADMINISTRATIVE FEE SCHEDULE
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VEST Contributors who file a Virginia state income
tax return can deduct VEST Contributions from their
Virginia taxable income. The deduction is limited to
$2,000 per year per Virginia College Savings Plan
account (VEST, VPEP or CollegeAmerica M ), or the
amount contributed to each Virginia College Savings

VIRGINIA AND FEDERAL TAX
CONSIDERATIONS

VEST Accounts will not be registered under the
Securities Act of 1933, based in part on assurances
received by the Board from staff of the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission in a no-action letter to the
effect that it would not recommend enforcement
action if the Accounts are not registered based on the
representations in the letter. The Virginia State
Corporation Commission has issued an order stating
that the Accounts and Portfolios are exempt from
Virginia state registration. VEST Accounts have not
been registered with the securities regulatory
authorities of any state. Neither the Accounts nor the
Portfolios have been registered as investment
companies under the Investment Company Act of
1940 (the "1940 Act") pursuant to Section 2(b)
thereof, which provides that no provision of the 1940
Act applies to any instrumentality of a state.

SECURITIES LAW CONSIDERATIONS

marketing and printing expenses, operating and
payroll costs, investment management fees and fees
for other services, and may include limited
operational funding to the Virginia College Dream
Foundation. The effect of these operating expenses is
to reduce the daily Unit value of each Portfolio. The
investment return of each Portfolio will be net of the
expenses. These expenses may be increased or
decreased at the Plan's sole discretion. The total
expected operating expense ratios for the Portfolios
are shown in the table on page 29. The Plan is
required to submit an annual statement of the
receipts, disbursements, and current investments for
the preceding year to the Governor, the Senate
Committee on Finance, and the House Committees
on Appropriations and Finance. The report will
include a complete operating and financial statement
covering the operation of the Plan during the year.
The Auditor of Public Accounts, or his legally
authorized representatives, shall audit the Plan's
accounts annually.

VEST Contributions are NOT deductible from federal
taxable income at the time of contribution. Please see
the discussion below of the limited ability for some
participants to deduct a portion of their tuition
payments from their federal taxable income at the time
those payments are made as provided in the 2001 Tax
Act. The increase in the Account's value is tax deferred
at the federal level, and if the distributions are used for
Qualified Higher Education Expenses, no federal tax is
due for distributions after December 31, 2001.

The discussion of federal tax treatment of Section 529
accounts below describes federal tax treatment under
the 2001 Tax Act.

The Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation
Act of 2001 (the "2001 Tax Act") passed by Congress
in May 2001 contained new federal tax benefits for
Section 529 qualified tuition programs like VEST. The
2001 Tax Act went into effect on January 1, 2002. The
2001 Tax Act will "sunset" (automatically be repealed,
restoring the law to its form prior to the enactment of
the 2001 Tax Act) as of December 31, 2010, unless
Congress takes some action to either extend or remove
the "sunset" provision. Contributors should contact
their tax advisor concerning the possible effect of the
"sunset" provision on their individual situation.

If a Contributor lives in a state other than Virginia,
the state tax consequences may differ from those
described here. The Virginia state income tax
deduction and exemption are available only to
participants in the Plan who file Virginia tax returns.
Contributions to other qualified tuition programs are
not eligible for the Virginia state tax deduction.

Plan account during the year, whichever is less, with
unlimited carry forward until the full amount of the
Contributions has been deducted. The $2,000 per year
limit does not apply to Contributors who are age 70 or
above, who may deduct the entire amount of their
Contributions in a single tax year. If an Account is
cancelled for a reason other than the student's death,
disability, receipt of a scholarship, or rollover to
another Virginia College Savings Plan account, any
amount of the refund previously deducted from the
Contributor's Virginia taxable income as a result of
Contributions to the cancelled VEST Account must be
added back to the Contributor's Virginia taxable
income in the year the refund is received.

The increase in the value of a VEST Account (the
earnings) is tax deferred, and is not taxable at the
federal level if the distribution is used for a
Qualified Higher Education Expense. If you live in a
state other than Virginia, please check to determine
the state tax treatment of these earnings. Nonqualified Distributions will be subject to federal
income tax on the earnings and an additional federal
penalty tax of 10% of VEST earnings, reported on
the taxpayer's federal tax return. Non-qualified
Distributions may also require the recapture in
Virginia taxable income of some or all amounts, if

Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C.
Section 529) governs the federal tax treatment of
qualified tuition programs such as VEST and the tax
consequences for Contributors to and Beneficiaries of
such plans. As of the date of this Program
Description, the Internal Revenue Service has not
issued final regulations governing the application of
Section 529 to college savings plans. VEST has been
structured to meet all current federal requirements,
and, therefore, the Virginia College Savings Plan
itself does not pay federal income tax. Final
regulations or changes to the Internal Revenue Code
or the Code of Virginia could affect the tax
consequences of participation in a qualified tuition
program. The Board may modify VEST as necessary
in the future without prior notice to comply with any
such changes.

The Virginia state income tax exemption is still
applicable to distributions made on account of the
Beneficiary's death, disability or receipt of a
scholarship because the earnings portion of any
amount refunded to a Contributor in one of these
cases will be subject to federal income tax in the tax
year in which the Contributor receives the refund.

The Virginia General Assembly enacted a tax
exemption at its 1999 session for income attributable
to certain distributions or refunds from a VEST
Account. The Virginia state income tax exemption
applies to income attributable to VEST distributions
used for Qualified Higher Education Expenses of a
Beneficiary or refunds in the event of a Beneficiary's
death, disability, or receipt of a scholarship. Because
earnings on Section 529 account Qualified
Distributions are excluded from federal adjusted
gross income, these earnings are also automatically
excluded from Virginia taxable income.

The 2001 Tax Act also provides for a limited federal
deduction for tuition and required fees at the time
these expenses are paid. This deduction has a number
of qualifications and restrictions, including income
phase-outs, varying amounts that can be deducted
based on income, and a "sunset" date of taxable years
beginning after 2005. This deduction is not available
for taxpayers in the same year they elect to take the
HOPE or Lifetime Learning federal tax credits. For
Section 529 participants, there is a special
coordination provision that allows the contribution

HOPE and Lifetime Learning federal tax credits are
available for families who pay qualified higher
education expenses, which include the cost of tuition
and certain fees. VEST participants who otherwise
meet eligibility requirements will be entitled to use
these credits. In order to take advantage of the HOPE
and Lifetime Learning federal tax credits, you must
allocate your higher education expenses among the
various federal higher education tax incentives. For
example, if you qualify for a HOPE federal tax credit
for tuition paid in 2003, you could not also use a taxfree distribution from your VEST Account for that
same expense. Please be aware that the coordination
of the various federal higher education tax incentives
is quite complex. Please contact a tax professional
for assistance in determining your eligibility for the
various tax incentives and in allocating your higher
education expenses.

The Board will apply a formula to determine the
taxable (earnings) and non-taxable (Contributions)
portions of each distribution made from an Account.
The taxable portion is ordinary income, not capital
gain. The taxable portion of a cancellation refund
made to the Contributor will be taxed as ordinary
income in the year of the refund. The taxable
(earnings) portion of Non-qualified Distributions is
subject to a 10% federal penalty tax. If you deplete or
cancel a VEST Account that has lost principal, those
losses may be taken as a miscellaneous itemized
deduction if they meet the threshold requirement of
2% of adjusted gross income.

any, that the Contributor deducted from his or her
Virginia taxable income due to Contributions to a
VEST Account. There is no Virginia state income tax
liability for the federally taxable portion of a refund
made in the event of the Beneficiary's death,
Disability, or receipt of a scholarship.

If a Contributor later transfers an Account to another
Contributor, that transfer may be deemed a gift and
the original Contributor may have to pay federal gift
Itax on any amount greater than $11,000 ($22,000 for
married couples).

If a VEST Account is rolled over to a new Beneficiary
who is a Member of the Family of the original
Beneficiary and who is in the same generation as the
original Beneficiary, no federal gift or generationskipping transfer tax will apply. If, however, the new
Beneficiary is of a younger generation than the
previous designated Beneficiary, a federal gift tax or
generation-skipping transfer tax may apply to the
amount transferred. The five-year averaging rule
may be applied to rollovers to a new Beneficiary.

Federal Gift Tax
Section 529 provides that VEST Contributions are a
completed gift of a present interest for federal gift tax
purposes. Contributions to qualified tuition programs
like VEST are not currently excluded from taxable gifts
as tuition payments under IRC Section 2503(e). Section
529 provides a five-year averaging provision for any
Contributions in one taxable year that are greater than
the current $11,000 ($22,000 for married couples) annual
exclusion from federal gift tax. This means that if a
Contribution by any Contributor to a single Beneficiary
in any one tax year is greater than $11,000 ($22,000 for
married couples), the Contributor may elect to average
the amount of the gift over a five-year period. This
would allow a maximum contribution of up to $55,000
,($110,000 for married couples) in one tax year without
federal gift tax consequences. A Contributor who
makes a maximum Contribution of up to $55,000
($110,000 for married couples) may not make any
additional gifts to the same individual until the end of
the five-year averaging period without incurring
federal gift tax consequences. Section 529, as amended,
also provides that distributions from a qualified tuition
program will not be treated as a taxable gift.

portion of a distribution (the basis) from a Section 529
account to be used for this deduction if the
distribution was used to pay for tuition and required
fees. This means that you are not allowed a "double"
tax benefit by being allowed to deduct the earnings
portion of your distribution, which has already
received the benefit of being tax-free, but the
contribution portion, on which you have already paid
tax, may be used to qualify for this limited deduction.

Federal law currently allows the contribution of up
to $2,000 per year per child to a Coverdell Education
Savings Account (formerly called "Education IRAs").
The 2001 Tax Act also removed the prohibition on
contributions to both a Section 529 account and a
Coverdell Education Savings Account in the same
taxable year for the same beneficiary.

Contributors and Beneficiaries are encouraged to
consult their tax or legal advisor to determine the
effect of federal and state tax laws on their specific
situation.

2001 Tax Act Changes
The 2001 Tax Act also made significant changes to
the federal estate, gift and generation-skipping
transfer taxes. These provisions are effective for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 2001, and
"sunset" after December 31, 2010 unless Congress
takes further action.

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax
In addition to possible federal gift and estate tax
consequences, some individuals may be affected by the
federal generation-skipping transfer tax. If a change of
Beneficiary results in the new Beneficiary being in a
younger generation than the original Beneficiary, the
generation-skipping transfer tax may apply.

Federal Estate Tax
Generally, no amount is includible in the gross estate
of the Contributor as a result of Contributions to a
qualified tuition program. If, however, the
Contributor dies before the end of the five-year
averaging period discussed above, if it has been
elected, the Contributor's gross estate will include
the portion of the original Contribution that is
allocable to the years following the Contributor's
death. Section 529 also provides that the gross estate
of a designated Beneficiary of a qualified tuition
program such as VEST includes the value of any
interest in an account maintained with a qualified
tuition program on behalf of that Beneficiary. Please
contact a tax professional to determine the effect of
federal gift and estate tax provisions on your
individual situation.

These federal tax provisions are complex and each
taxpayer's situation is unique, so please contact a
tax professional for specific information on these
provisions and how they may affect you.

It

I

Individual tax situations vary greatly. Please consult a tax advisor concerning any legal or tax implications
arising from opening a VEST Account. The Virginia College Savings Plan cannot provide legal, financial or
tax advice, and the foregoing summary should not be construed as legal, financial or tax advice with respect
to the consequences for any particular individual as a result of Contributions to, investment of, or
distributions from a VEST Account.

The Contributor understands and acknowledges that VEST Accounts involve investment risk, including the possible
loss of principal. The Contributor understands and acknowledges that VEST Accounts are not deposits or
obligations of, or insured or guaranteed by, the Commonwealth of Virginia or any agency or instrumentality thereof,
the United States government, any financial institution, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or any other
agency, entity, instrumentality or person. Past investment results of the underlying investment managers and funds
in the VEST Portfolios offer no assurance of future returns.
Any factual determinations regarding VEST Accounts will be made by the Board based on the facts and
circumstances of each case.
VEST Accounts shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia and applicable
federal law, including 26 U.S.C. § 529, as amended. Venue for any action arising from or relating to VEST Accounts
opened hereunder shall be in a state or federal court located in Richmond, Virginia.
In the event any clause or portion of the Agreement is found to be invalid or unenforceable by a court of competent
jurisdiction, that clause or portion shall be severed from the Agreement and the remainder of the Agreement shall
continue in full force and effect as if such clause or portion had never been included.
The Agreement, which consists of the completed and signed Application, the VEST Account Agreement and the
Program Description, as amended from time to time by the Board, is the complete and exclusive statement of the
agreement between the parties hereto related to the subject matter hereof, which supersedes any prior agreement,
oral or written, and any other communications between the parties hereto relating to the subject matter of the
Agreement.
The Contributor may, upon approval of the Board and in compliance with the procedures in the Program
Description, transfer ownership of a VEST Account to another individual or entity provided no consideration is
given for the transfer. Neither a VEST Account, nor any interest, rights or benefits in it, may be sold, nor may any
interest in a VEST Account be used as security for any loan.
The Board may require that any written documentation, request or any other actions the Board may designate from
time to time, be verified under oath.
This Agreement is not intended to, nor does it, confer any benefit or legal rights upon any third-party beneficiary.
The individual designated as the Beneficiary of a VEST Account has no independent claim, right or access to any
funds in a VEST Account solely related to such designation. Payments directly to a Beneficiary will only be made
with the Contributor's specific written authorization for such payments.
Contributors may only change investment options once per calendar year or when the Beneficiary is changed. VEST
shall provide a separate accounting for each Account.
If the Board determines that there has been any material misrepresentation related to the Agreement or the Account,
the Account may be cancelled. The Purchaser will receive a refund of the current Account balance minus any
applicable penalty and fees.
The Contributor assumes all liability for any financial losses related to a VEST Account. The Contributor understands
and acknowledges that there is no recourse against the Board's members or its employees individually, or against the
Commonwealth of Virginia in connection with a VEST Account. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed or
construed as an express or implied waiver of the sovereign immunity of the Commonwealth of Virginia or a pledge
of the full faith and credit of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
The Board shall not be liable for any losses or failure to perform its obligations under this Agreement caused, directly
or indirectly, by government restrictions, exchange or market rulings, suspension of trading, acts of war, terrorism,
strikes, power outages or any other conditions or occurrences beyond its control.
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2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
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12.

VEST Account Agreement

Virginia College Savings PlasM

4. We reserve the right to modify or supplement this Privacy Policy at any time. If we ever
decide to share your nonpublic personal information other than as described above, we will
provide you with a notice informing you of the change and, when required by applicable
law, we will allow time for you to choose whether you want the information shared.

3. We restrict access to nonpublic personal information about you to those employees and
persons who need to know the information in order to provide service to you. We maintain
physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards in compliance with federal regulations to
safeguard your nonpublic personal information.

2. We do not disclose any nonpublic personal information about our customers or former
customers to anyone, except as permitted by law. We may disclose all of the information
we collect, as described above, to companies that perform marketing and mailing services
on our behalf and to other financial institutions with whom we have joint marketing
agreements. These companies are required to adhere to our privacy and security standards
and to use the information for the limited purpose for which it was shared.

" Information we receive from you on applications, correspondence,
forms and through other forms of communication.
" Information about your transactions with respect to your account(s).

1. We collect nonpublic personal information about you from the following sources:

Protecting the privacy of your nonpublic personal information is important to us at the
Virginia College Savings Plan. We respect your right to privacy and recognize your trust in us
to keep information about you secure and confidential.

Privacy Policy

Virginia College Savings PlasM

Enrollment open all year
No state residency requirements
$250,000 account limit

I Limited enrollment period
t State residency requirements
I' Maximum 5 year university and
3 year community college contracts

www.Virginia529.com

No age limits
* Adults and children

t Age limits
* Newborn through ninth grade

www.Virginia529.com

Use at any accredited college in
the country eligible to accept
federal financial aid

Protection from creditors under
Virginia law

Protection from creditors under
Virginia law

ll Use at any accredited college in
the country eligible to accept
federal financial aid

t

Tax advantages
" Tax-free earnings
" Favorable federal estate and
gift tax provisions
" Hope and Lifetime Learning
tax credits may be available
" Virginia income tax
deduction for account owner

No guarantee
* Investments subject to market
conditions
* Savings may not be sufficient
to cover all college costs

0 Guarantee
" Program backed by
statutory guarantee
• Lock in prices at Virginia
public colleges
Tax advantages
" Tax-free earnings
* Favorable federal estate and
gift tax provisions
* Hope and Lifetime Learning
tax credits may be available
* Virginia income tax
deduction for account owner

All IRC § 529 expenses covered
" Tuition and fees
" Room and board
" Textbooks, supplies and
computers (if required)

Internal Revenue Code § 529
savings plan

t Expenses covered
" Tuition
" All mandatory fees

Internal Revenue Code § 529
prepaid tuition plan

www.AmericanFunds.com

$250,000 account limit

No state residency requirements

Enrollment open all year

No age limits
* Adults and children

Use at any accredited college in
the country eligible to accept
federal financial aid

Protection from creditors under
Virginia law

Tax advantages
" Tax-free earnings
" Favorable federal estate and
gift tax provisions
" Hope and Lifetime Learning
tax credits may be available
" Virginia income tax
deduction for account owner

No guarantee
" Investments subject to market
conditions
" Savings may not be sufficient
to cover all college costs

All IRC § 529 expenses covered
" Tuition and fees
* Room and board
* Textbooks, supplies and
computers (if required)

Internal Revenue Code § 529
savings plan

Available only through financial advisors

CollegeAmericulm

S

None

Must use for
qualified
elementary and
secondary
education
expenses or
qualified higher
education
expenses by the
time the
beneficiary
reaches age 30.

If used before the
age of majority,
must be used for
the benefit of the
child. No
restrictions on use
when under the
control of the
beneficiary,

guaranteed payout
(principal plus
interest) to eligible
educational
institutions
anywhere in the
country.

Guaranteed instate tuition and
mandatory fees at
Virginia
colleges public
and
universities;

All IRC Section
529 Qualified
Higher Education
Expenses - tuition,
fees, room and
board, required
books and
equipment, and
special needs
services at eligible
educational
institutions
anywhere in the
country.

Guidelines
for Use

None

joint filers:
$190,000220,000
(phased out)

Single filers:
$95,000110,000
(phased out)

None

None

None

Income
Phaseout

None

$2,000 per
designated
beneficiary under
18. Maximum
$2,000 annual
contribution will
not trigger federal
gift tax unless
combined with
other gifts.

No limit. Transfer
up to $11,000 per
year ($22,000 per
married couple) to
a child's
UGMA!UTMA
account without
incurring federal
gift tax. No
averaging option to
allow accelerated
gift.

averaging gifts over
$11,000 ($22,000
for married
couples) over five
years without
incurring federal
gift tax.

Up to five years of
university and three
years of community
college.
Accelerated gift
option allows

$250,000 per
beneficiary.
Accelerated gift
option allows
averaging gifts over
$11,000 ($22,000
for married
couples) over five
years without
incurring federal
gift tax.

Contribution
Limit and
Federal Gift
Tax Treatment

Earnings are
taxed in the year
realized,

Qualified
distributions
are exempt
from federal
income tax.

If the child's
income
(including
investment
earnings)
exceeds $700,
income must be
included on
parent's or
child's tax
return.

Same as for
VEST accounts
above.

Earnings grow
tax deferred and
are tax free if
used for
Qualified
Higher
Education
Expenses.
Virginia income
tax deduction
for account
owner,

Tax
Treatment

None

Earnings taxed as
ordinary income
to contributor and
subject to federal
10% of earnings
additional tax if
distributions not
used for qualified
higher education
expenses.

The custodian
may not withdraw
the money, except
for expenses that
benefit the child,
It is an irrevocable
gift to the child,

Same as for VEST
accounts above,

Earnings portion of
non-qualified
withdrawals taxed
as ordinary
income to the
account owner.
Subject to
additional federal
tax of 10% of
earnings. No
additional 10% tax
in cases of death,
disability or
scholarship.

Included in
account owner's
gross estate.

Amounts
contributed are
removed from
the donor's gross
estate but
included in the
beneficiary's
gross estate.

If donor acts as
custodian of the
account, the
value of the
account will be
included in the
donor's gross
estate in the
event of the
donor's death.

Same as for VEST
accounts above.

Payments are
immediately
removed from
the account
owner's estate.
Amounts
included in
account owner's
gross estate only
if account owner
cancels account
or dies during
five-year gift tax
averaging period.

Penalty for
Estate Tax
Early or
Treatment
Non-qualified
Withdrawal

The above general information is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to be a complete analysis of any particular college savings
investment. The Virginia College Savings Plan cannot provide legal, financial or tax advice, and the foregoing summary should not be construed as legal,
financial or tax advice with respect to the tax consequences of any individual's investment decisions.

Provisions of the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 (the "2001 Tax Act") will "sunset" (automatically be repealed, restoring the tax
law to its form prior to the enactment of the 2001 Tax Act) as of December 31, 2010, unless Congress acts to either extend or remove the "sunset" provision.

Account

Taxable

Record Owner

Contributor
makes
investment
decisions for
account,

Coverdell
Education
Savings
Account
(formerly
Education
IRA)

Custodian
controls for the
minor until age
of majority,

Purchaser

Contributor

Custodial
Accounts
(UGMA/
UTMA)

Prepaid
Education
Program
(VPEP)

Virginia

College
America

T

Education
Savings

Virginia

Ownership/
Control of
Account

Please sign and date the application. Remember to insert your social security or tax identification number in
Section I.
Enclose a check or money order, made payable to VEST, in the amount of $85.00 for the application fee. If you
have additional Virginia College Savings Plan accounts, the application fee is $25.00. The application
processing fee is non-refundable. A separate application processing fee must be submitted for each Account
you plan to open. Photocopies of the application are not acceptable.
Please mail the completed application, along with the application fee (required to process application) and
your initial contribution (unless you have chosen the monthly automatic withdrawal option), in the pre-

3.

4.

5.

6.

Please complete all sections of the application. Information listed as optional is not required.

2.

YES
YES

LJ Sign and date the application.
Enclose a check or money order for
application fee and initial contribution.
Mail in the enclosed return envelope.

J
J

Still have questions? Call toll free 1-888-567-0540

YES

Make your Portfolio selection.

U

YES

YES

Insert your social security number.

YES

YES

J

Please remember to:

Complete the application.

•

U

Read all materials carefully.

CHECK LIST

Once we have processed your application, you will receive a Welcome Kit containing confirmation of your
Portfolio selection.

addressed envelope provided.

Read all about the Virginia Education Savings Trust in the Enrollment Kit. The materials should answer most
of your questions about the program. However, if you have further questions or need assistance in completing
the application, please call 1-888-567-0540.

1.

Instructions

For help in completing your application, call VEST toll free at 1-888-567-0540, or TDD (804) 786-2766.

envelope provided. The application fee is $25 if you own another Virginia College Savings Plan contract or account.

an application form and return it, along with the non-refundable $85 application processing fee, in the pre-addressed

lit's easy to sign up for the Virginia Education Savings Trust. Simply apply online at www.Virginia529.com, or fill out

Apply For Your VEST Account Today
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Community college graduate
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$896

Weekly Earnings
College graduate
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Education Pays

spends two years in college and a high school graduate
is $250,000.

Today, the demand for educated and highly skilled
workers has outpaced the supply of new graduates
from professional, trade, and business schools; junior
colleges; community colleges; other two-year colleges;
and four-year colleges and universities. As a result,
the financial value of higher education has increased.
According to the College Board, the average difference
in lifetime earning potential between someone who

a

alone, jobs requiring a postsecondary education have
incigjed almost nine times more than jobs requiring

the nation's productivity and competitiveness. The
importance of education is especially significant as the
American workplace evolves. During the past five years

statement is as true today as it was in Franklin's time.
Education contributes to individual success and to

Benjamin Franklin once observed, "An investment
in knowledge always pays the best interest." That

It Pays to Save
for Education

Over the past decade, public four-year college
tuition and fees increased by 40 percent, accordiq&*,
the U.S. Department of Education. During the sa! '
period, median family income increased by 12 percent.
Moreover, in recent years, federal financial aid for
higher education has shifted largely toward loans and
away from grants. As a result, the percentage of family
income required to pay the cost of higher education
has increased significantly.

according to the College Board.

only one-third say they expect to be prepared to pay
for their child's education. Since 1980, the cost of
higher education has been rising between two and
three times faster than the Consumer Price Index,

While most parents today expect their children to
receive a postsecondary education, research shows that

Education Costs
Outpace Inflation

Age 6

Age 9

$11,419

Age 12

$I

Source: Investment Company Institute

Age 3

$3,14

$6,1

7

$16,812

Age 15

$23,265

Age 18

$30,998

An Early Start on Saving for College

that earns, on average, 6 percent per year.

Suppose, when your child is born, you decide to
start taking your lunch to work instead of buying it,
saving $4 a day, or about $80 a month. Let's say
you invest that money in an account that earns, on
alfe,
6 percent per year. The graph below shows
h~that money can grow if invested in an account

Because of compounding, forward-thinking parents
can be better prepared for their children's higher
education costs. By starting early enough, you can
reach your goal even with relatively small amounts.

The Importance of
Starting Early

U.S. Department ofEducation

higher educatio*)
financially acces e
to more Americans.

qualified tuition
programs, to make

expenses, federal and
state lawmakers have
developed innovative
programs, such as

savings plans, or both.

dent's qualified higher education expenses at any eligible
educational institution. Today, all states offer or are
planning to offer either prepaid tuition plans, college

There are two types of 529 plans: prepaid tuition
plans, which are set up to allow an individual to
prepay a student's future tuition and fees at today's
rates; and college savings plans, which allow individuals
to contribute to an account established to pay a stu-

children or grandchildren.

commonly known as "529 plans" for the section of the
tax code that authorizes them, as a way to help finance
the future qualified higher education expenses of their

In recent years, growing numbers of families
have taken advantage of qualified tuition programs,

-The

"Education is becoming
the fault line between
those who will prosper
in the new economy,
and those who will be
left behind."

Saving for education is a long-term investment. The
more you save, the less you'll need to borrow or seek
from other sources. To encourage greater savings for
higher education

Ways to Save for Education

0

For more information about college savings
plans, see Selecting a 529 Plan on pages 9-12 and
Frequently Asked Questions on pages 13-18.

strategies.

options typically include a portfolio of stocks and bonds
whose percent composition changes automatically as the
beneficiary ages; a portfolio with fixed shares of stocks and
bonds; or individual portfolios with varying investment

used investment vehicle in these plans. Each state's plan
typically offers more than one investment option. These

Many mutual fund companies manage college savings
plans for states, and mutual funds are the most commonly

increase in the number of accounts.

as savings vehicles. For example, a survey of state plans
indicates that assets held in 529 savings plans grew from
$2.6 billion at year-end 2000 to $8.5 billion at the end
of 2001. The asset growth was mostly attributed to an

ributions to college savings plans have been
growing as the public becomes aware of their desirability

,

education expenses, such as tuition, fees, books,
supplies, and room and board. The value of college
savings plans is based on the performance of the
particular investments or investment strategy chosen
by the contributor. As a result, college savings plans
generally carry investment risk, which means the
account value may increase or decrease depending on
market conditions.

College savings plans allow individuals to contribute
to an account to pay a beneficiary's qualified higher

College Savings Plans

0

1

time to invest the money.

There are two main types of prepaid tuition plansprepaid units and contracts. Prepaid unit plans sell
units representing a fixed percentage of tuition.
While the price of a unit may increase each year,
once purchased, the unit remains valued at the same
percentage of tuition it had when originally purchased.
Under a contract plan, participants agree to purchase
a specified number of years of tuition and mandatory
fees and/or room and board. The purchase price
depends on the age of the child, the type of payment
(lump sum or installment), and the number of years or
units purchased. Contract plans usually offer lower
prices for younger children because the state has more

payments.

years later when tuition rates may have doubled. The
account may be funded by a lump sum or periodic cash

located in the state sponsoring the program. For example,
if an account holds shares worth two years' tuition, these
shares will always be worth two years' tuition even several

student to "lock in" the cost of a specified number of
academic periods or course units in the future at current
prices, typically at the public colleges and universities

Prepaid tuition plans allow a parent, grandparent, or
family friend to establish an account in the name of a

Prepaid Tuition Plans

iW

-.14A

Questions on pages 13-18.

For more information about prepaid tuition plans,
see Selecting a 529 Plan on pages 9-12 and Frequently

Prepaid tuition plans provide a hedge against tuition
inflation, and enable the state to pool money to make
long-range investments so that the earnings meet or
exceed college tuition increases. Most prepaid tuition
plans also have some type of guarantee from the state,
ranging from full faith and credit obligations to a
statutory guarantee. The specifics of prepaid tuition
plans vary greatly from one state to another.

distributions from, both in-state and out-of-state
529 plans.

tions from 529 plans that are used to pay qualified
college expenses. Check with your tax advisor for your
state's tax treatment of contributions to, and earnings

state's 529 plan. In addition, states generally provide
residents with a state tax break on earnings distribu-

contributions, earnings, and withdrawals vary fro4.e
state to another. A number of states provide partial or
full income tax deductions for contributions to the

State-tax treatment of college savings plan

unless renewed by Congress.)

eligible higher education institution. (The tax-free
withdrawal provisions are scheduled to lapse in 2011

will be tax-free beginning in 2004 for programs of any

qualified higher education expenses are free from
federal income tax for state-sponsored programs and

Contributions to 529 plans are made with after-tax
dollars and any earnings grow tax-free at the federal
level. Earnings withdrawn from 529 plans to pay for

Income Tax Considerations

viser about the plans offered by your home state
to ensure that the plan you ultimately select is the plan
that best suits your needs.

al

When considering opening a 529 account you may
want to consult with a financial adviser. If you consult
with a financial adviser, you should ask whether the
adviser has a relationship with any particular plan he
A
is recommending. You also should be sure to ask

states is available through the CSPN website.

to assist investors. Contact information for each of the

Investors with questions about any of the plan's
features should contact the state or the plan sponsoring
the program. Most plans offer toll-free phone numbers

in connection with a postsecondary education.

savings plan to pay for additional expenses, such as room
and board, books, and required supplies and equipment

plans-a prepaid plan to cover tuition and fees and a

Some investors may even consider both kinds of

College Savings Plans Network (CSPN) website
(www.collegesavings.org).

tif
rograms and determine which plan best suits your
needs. An excellent source for these materials is the

number of different plans, including those offered by
your home state because they may offer benefits not
available in another state's program. Doing so will
e#e
you to compare the features offered by each of

should consider what type of plan best suits your needs
and obtain copies of its offering documents, which are
provided free of charge by the plan and discuss the plan's
features in detail. Rather than obtaining documents for
just one plan, you may want to examine documents for a

two 529 plans are exactly alike. Before selecting
either a prepaid tuition plan or a savings plan, you

No

Selecting a 529 Plan

V Does the plan impose any minimum contributW
requirements?

V How are prepaid plan benefits indexed to tuition
inflation? Are they guaranteed to equal actual
tuition increases, the state average increase, or a
projected increase?

V Are prepaid tuition benefits guaranteed by the
state?

V Do I have to name a specific school when buying
a prepaid tuition plan? If the plan is schoolspecific, what happens if the student decides to
attend a different school or isn't admitted by the
school?

V At which colleges, universities, or vocational
schools may withdrawals be used? For example,
if the 529 plan is a prepaid tuition plan there
may be limits on the institutions whose tuition
is covered in full.

V Is the plan available to residents in my state?

V Can I change the account beneficiary? If so,*
there any fees assessed by the plan for the
change?

V Are there any age requirements for the account
owner or beneficiary?

V Is there any limit on who qualifies as an eligible
beneficiary?

V Who may open the account?

Use this checklist to compare the features of different
529 plans. All of this information is readily available
from the offering documents each plan provides.

Selecting a 529 Plan:
"Checklist"

re there any special incentives for state residents?

A

re any of the investment options "age-based"
uch that the portfolio will be automatically
adjusted as the beneficiary gets older?

V What are the risks associated with each of the
investment options?

V What investment options are offered by the plan?

V If I consult with a financial adviser, what relationship, if any, does that adviser have with the plan
he or she is recommending?

V Can I change how my money is invested?

V If I purchase the plan through a broker-dealer,
will the broker-dealer impose any additional fees
in connection with opening the account?

V Can I buy the plan directly from the state or
plan sponsor, or must it be purchased through a
broker-dealer?

V Is there an account minimum I must maintain to
avoid certain fees?

V What fees are associated with my account?

*9

V What is the plan's refund policy?

V What expenses are covered by plan withdrawals?

V What is the maximum amount that I can invest in
the account over the life of the account?

V Is there a limit on how often I can invest in the
account or on how much I can annually invest in
the account?

V What if my child does not pursue a postsecondary
education?

t What happens to existing investments and future
investments if the investment manager is
changed by the state?

V What customer services does the plan provide
(toll-free phone numbers, online account
information, regular bulletins or mailings)?

V Does the plan impose any penalties for withdrawals from the account or impose any acccII
termination fees?

V Does the plan limit how soon I can begin taking
withdrawals from the account?

V Does my state offer any tax advantages for either
contributions made to the account or withdrawals
from the account?

V What has been the performance of the various
investment options offered by the plan?

Selecting a 529 Plan: "Checklist" continued

taxes, as long as no further gifts to or for that
* dividual are made during the next five years.

year for each beneficiary-or $110,000 from
married couples-without incurring federal gift

of more than $200,000. These limits also may be
adjusted annually for inflation. Beginning in 2002,
individuals can contribute up to $55,000 in one

state to state. A majority of states with college
savings plans have maximum contribution limits

maximum contribution is the amount necessary to
prepay the number of years or units of tuition
offered by the state. This amount will vary from

Each state sets its own contribution limit under
federal regulations. For a prepaid tuition plan, the

How much can be contributed to a 529 plan?

the performance of the plan's investments. As such,
the value of a college savings plan account may
increase or decrease over time.

college tuition at any of the state's eligible colleges
or universities (or a payment to private and out-ofstate institutions). A college savings plan is an
investment program that allows participants to
invest in a special account designated for qualified
Ogher education expenses. In general, college savings plans offer a rate of return that depends on

Yes. With a prepaid tuition plan, parents, grandparents, and others essentially "lock in" today's
tuition rates, and the program will pay out future

Are prepaid tuition plans and college savings
plans different?

Frequently Asked Questions

beneficiary.

0

another, tax-free, once every 12 months, or more
often if there is also a change to the account's

Each state with an existing plan offers various
investment options specifically designed to save for
education expenses. Determining which plan to
invest in will depend on individual circumstances,
taking into account several factors associated with
the programs, such as fees, expenses, investment
options, and performance. In addition, investing in
the plan offered by an individual's own state might
lower that individual's state income tax burden,
depending on the laws of the state. Participants
may transfer 529 assets from one state's plan to

Do 529 plans vary from state to state?

beneficiary's name.

However, a state's maximum contribution limi&
would limit the total amount that may be invesd
for a single beneficiary under that state's program,
regardless of how many accounts are held in the

student, and more than one person can contribute
to a college savings plan for the same beneficiary.

Yes. You can open multiple accounts for the same

Can I open more than one account in the name
of the same student?

adult.

open a 529 plan account for an unrelated child or

Generally an account holder can open an account
on behalf of any eligible beneficiary. For example,
grandparents can save on behalf of grandchildren.
Even someone who is not a family member can

Who can contribute to 529 plans?

postsecondary institutions.

nonprofit, and privately owned profit-making

administered by the Department of Education.
This includes virtually all accredited public,

pay for qualified higher education expenses at any
college, university, vocational school, or other
accredited postsecondary educational institution
eligible to participate in a student aid program

Withdrawals from 529 savings plans can be used to

Where can 529 college savings plan withdrawals
be used?

for the beneficiary.

can be opened anytime after a child is born. Most
*10paidtuition plans, however, have a set enrollment period established by the state during which
new accounts may be opened and have age limits

being opened. A college savings plan generally

The answer depends on the type of 529 plan

When can a 529 plan be opened?

without incurring any taxes or penalties.

designated individual beneficiary. You can transfer
your account to any member of the beneficiary's
family, as defined by the Internal Revenue Service,

No. When you invest in a college savings plan
or prepaid plan you are investing on behalf of a

Can I have more than one student in a single
account?

You may request a refund, and the account wi#
refunded according to the policy of your specific
529 plan. Under federal law, there may be income
tax consequences and a refund penalty of 10
percent must be reported on the taxpayer's federal
income tax return, except in the case of the student's
death, disability, or receipt of a scholarship. In lieu of
requesting a refund, you may choose to hold the 529
plan investment until a later date when the student
may decide to attend college. You may also transfer
the benefits to another member of the student's family.

What if my child does not pursue a
postsecondary education?

Withdrawals from 529 savings plans can be used
penalty-free only to pay for qualified higher
education expenses, such as tuition and fees; the
cost of books, supplies, and other equipment; and
in some situations the cost of room and board.
(The cost of room and board may be a qualified
higher education expense if the designated beneficiary
is enrolled at least half time at an eligible educational institution.)

What expenses can 529 plan withdrawals
be used for?

two separate states for the same beneficiary.

Also, an account owner can establish accounts in

favorable tax treatment for investments made in
its plan. As a result, when moving, you should
investigate the tax implications of each state's plans.

you may lose any state tax deduction on future
contributions and state tax exemptions on
withdrawals made to the plan offered by your
former home state. (The money invested will still
grow tax-deferred.) Your new state also may offer

you transfer from one 529 plan to another. Also,
if you decide against changing plans after moving,

You have a choice of leaving your money in the
existing plan or rolling it over into the plan of
your new state. Assets of one 529 plan can be
transferred tax-free to another 529 plan for the
same beneficiary once during a 12-month period.
There may, however, be state tax implications when

What happens if I move from one state to
aIler?

Any investment may impact a student's eligibility
for need-based financial aid. Financial aid treatment
of investments changes through the years so it is
impossible to know how assets will be treated in the
future. In addition, it is uncertain as to how much
or what types of financial aid will be available to
families in the future. You should contact the financial aid office of your local college or university for
specific information on its financial aid treatment of
529 accounts.

Will 529 savings plans affect a student's chance
to qualify for financial aid?

of State Treasurers, at www.collegesavings.org.

want to visit the website of the College Savings
Plans Network, an affiliate of the National Association

offer. Individuals seeking additional information on
prepaid tuition plans and college savings plans may

Many mutual fund company websites provide
information on education savings programs they

Where can I find more information on 529 plans?

SaVN

CS16PN

company industry. Its

association of the investment

The Investment Company
Institute is the national

www.ici.org

Washington, DC 20038-7850
202/326-5800

P.O. Box 27849

ICI Investor Awareness Program

please visit our website or write for a catalogue of additional
investor awareness materials to:

to go directly to the SEC, NASD, and other sites for additional
information about mutual funds. If you would like to know more,

exchange-traded funds. The Institute's website, www.ici.org, is an
educational and reference tool for individuals seeking information
about the mutual fund industry. Hyperlinks at the site enable users

members include mutual
funds, closed-end funds, sponsors of unit investment trusts, and

COMPANY
INSTITUTE@

INVESTMENT

www.collegesavings.org

1-877-CSPN4YOU

PO. Box 11910
Lexington, KY 40578-1910

activities and promotes legislation that will
positively affect state programs. It is a networking conduit for
professional staff from across the nation to share innovations and
experiences.

Sinformation among existing college savings
P[ ANS NETW ORK programs. Additionally, CSPN monitors federal

C

to make higher education more attainable,
Intended
of State Teasurers.
11101Association
the Network serves as a clearinghouse for

In 1991, the College Savings Plans Network
formed as an affiliate to the National

,Association

Copyright © 2002 by the Investment Company Institute

*
ton, DC 20002
202
7-0900
www.nasaa.org

10 G Street, NE
Suite 710

NASAA

50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, Canada, and Mexico. In the United
States, NASAA is the voice of the 50 state
securities agencies responsible for efficient capital formation and
grassroots investor protection.

organization devoted to investor protection.
NASAA is a voluntary association whose
membership consists of 66 state, provincial,
and territorial securities administrators in the

(NASAA) is the oldest international

The North American Securities Administrators

NASAA
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